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Comprehensive Budgetary Control —A Case Study
by FRANK Z. OLES
Supervisor of Budgets and Reports, The Davison Chemical Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland

In this paper, for which the author was awarded the Lybrand Gold
Medal for the year 1950 -51, there is presented in rounded form the
fixed forecast type budgeting procedure followed by his company for
planning and control of operations and of financial position. Given
also are a dozen management control reports which comprise important
links in the control chain.

of any business, regardless of size, requires some
Frequently, in a small business, the planning is on
an informal basis and may represent the intuitive foresight of the sole proprietor or top executive. In larger and more complex enterprises, planning
becomes the responsibility of many individuals who are charged with the
execution of various phases of the business. The contributions of the many
individuals to the planning of the enterprise for a designated future period,
when properly co- ordinated and expressed in terms of money, provide the basis
for a financial budget for the period.
Forecasting business operations is not a new idea, because it is inconceivable
that some of our large and long - established corporations could have developed
without sound forecasting and planning over many years. However, planning
reflected in complete budgets and established as a separate activity of a business organization, is relatively new. So far as I can ascertain, the first book on
the subject of budgeting which received recognition in accounting libraries was
written a few years after World War I.
It is not the purpose of this paper to treat the subject of budgetary control
in full detail, nor to attempt an abstract discussion of principles. Rather, this
article is a description of how our management control reports and budgets are
prepared and utilized. Of necessity, many of the details involved have been
eliminated with the object of stressing points of major interest.

T planning for the future.
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EXHIBIT 1

The Company and Its Products
The Davison Chemical Corporation is a manufacturer of agricultural and industrial chemicals with several plants located in the midwestern, eastern, and
southern parts of the United States. Agricultural chemicals produced and sold
are represented by superphosphates and mixed fertilizers. The industrial chemicals include catalysts (used in the chemical, petroleum, and other industries),
sulphuric acid, silica gels (used principally as a dehydrating agent), silicofluorides and other miscellaneous products. The corporation mines phosphate
rock from its own deposits in Florida, using part of the output to produce superphosphates and selling the remainder to other producers of superphosphates,
farm suppliers and manufacturers of industrial chemicals.
The company employs approximately 2,500 people at its normal operating
level of 40 to 168 hours per week depending upon the plant and product.
Schem e of Reporting and Budgets Maintained
Organization charts are used for the company as a whole and for each major
division. These organization charts show only the positions for which responsibility is established for the control of expense and determination of performance against objectives. Reports, known as management control reports, are
prepared with the object of providing the basic information required by each
124
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BALANCE SHEET CONSOLIDATED
ASSETS
AS OF

AS OF

IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

INCREASE

DEC REASE

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash
U.S. Treasury Saving Notes
Notes and Accounts Receivable —Trade
Less Reserves
Net Receivables —Trade
Inventories of Manufactured Products

LIABILITIES
AS OF

AS OF

INCREASE

i

i

i

DECREASE

IN THOUS ANDS OF DOLLARS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts and Accruals Payable
Dividends Payable
Notes Payable to Banks
Current Installments of Note Payable
to Insurance Company
Provision for Federal and State Income Taxes
EXHIBIT 2

executive to formulate policies and measure performance against predetermined
objectives. These charts and reports are issued for the following divisions,
which in turn control the operations of the plants listed thereunder:
1. Central Division
a. Baltimore, Maryland
b. Cincinnati, Ohio
2. Mixed Fertilizer Division
a. Baltimore, Maryland
b. Alliance, Ohio
C. Columbus, Ohio

d. Nashville, Tennessee
e. New Albany, Indiana
f. Gretna, Louisiana
gg Perry, Iowa
h. Savannah, Georgia
3. Phosphate Rock Division
a. Bartow, Florida

A list of accounts is maintained which permits the grouping of operating
figures in the order required for report purposes. The resulting list is defined
in a manual of accounts which definitely prescribes the entries to be included
in each account in accordance with organization responsibility. Cost of manufacture is on a standard cost basis for the Central and Phosphate Rock Divisions. Because of certain peculiar characteristics and the seasonal nature of the
business, the Mixed Fertilizer Division operates on an actual cost basis.
OC T O B E R , 1 9 3 1
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Management Control Report No. P•1
REPORT OF OPERATIONS CONSOLIDATED

For: President
Directors

Month Ended

In Thousands of Dollars

OVER O R

ACTUAL

NET SALES
Cost of Sales
(Curtis Bay, Cincinnati, and Phosphate Rock
Division — Standard, Others — Actual)

i

BUDGET

% $

UNDER

BUDGET

%1$

%

GROSS SALES MARGIN
Production Cost Variances*
Curtis Bay Plant
Cincinnati Plant
Phosphate Rock Division
Total Cost Variances
GROSS PROFIT
Marketing Expense
Advertising and Promotion
Selling
Total Marketing Expense
NET SALES MARGIN
General Expense
Mixed Fertilizer Division Management
Purchasing

Total General Expense
Research and Patent Expense —Net
Provision for Doubtful Accounts
Provision for Depreciation and Depletion
OPERATING PROFIT
Other Income —Net
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES
Provision for Income Taxes
NET INCOME
Comments: *Unfavorable Variance —Favorable Variance
Prepared by:
Approved by:
Chief Accountant
Asst. Controller
Date:
Date:
EXHIBIT 3
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Budgets are established to set up objectives for each executive. These are
integrated into summary budgets, showing the contribution of each executive to
operations, and are finally summarized into a profit and loss budget, a balance
sheet budget and a cash budget. Budgets, both summary and detail, are prepared annually on a monthly basis and are fixed for that period. A semiannual review is made and budgets are revised if justified by changes considered major in effect. When completed, approved budgets on standard forms
by six month and twelve month periods, showing the comparison with actual
performance for the same period of the prior year, are issued to executives on
the basis of responsibility.
Production budgets are established to co- ordinate an adequate production
program translated into production controls to bring out the product at a time,
at a cost, and in a quantity as budgeted. During the period covered by the
budget, changes in markets and other circumstances may require changes in the
sales and production schedules. Such amendments to the original program are
recognized in revised schedules upon which the production department will
operate, but the basic budget is unchanged for the period and the effect of the
revisions is reflected in management reports as a variance from budget.
Individual budgets are established for the various selling centers with the
object of effectively controlling selling expense and determining performance
against objectives. Likewise individual budgets are established for the various
administrative and general expense centers, with the object of controlling their
expenses and measuring their performance against objectives.
DESCRIPTION OF BUDGET METHODS

Discussion of particular budgets may well be preceded by clarifying explanations. The first relates to phraseology. Webster defines schedule as "a tabular
statement of projected operations ", forecast as "an estimate of a future happening" and a budget as "a financial statement of estimated income and expenses
for a period of time ". These words are often used erroneously and interchangeably. To eliminate confusion, we have assigned the following use for these
words:
I. Budge + —The approved forecast program
and all of its parts.
2. Forecas+ —The budget and its component parts before it has been approved
by top management.

3. Schedule —The interim changes made by
the marketing and production divisions.

In this way, the errors attending both the spoken and written word have been
reduced to a minimum.
OC T O B E R , 1 9 5 1
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Management Control Report No. P -2
For:

President

SALES AND INCOME SUMMARY
By

Divisi ons

By Br an ch Plants
In Thousands of Dollars

Month Ended:

DIV ISION

NET SALES

DIV
(BEFORE
IS ION IN
HEARD
C OM E

UAL BUDGET

OFFICE CHARGES)
ACTUAL
BUDGET

of

Pho sp ha te

INCOME BEFORE

I

Ce nt ra l

El i m i n a ti o n

I

In t e r d i vi s i o n a l

Rock

Sales a n d

Pr o fi t in In ve n t o r y
To t a l C o r p o r at i o n — ( P e r

Re-

po r t o f Op er at i o ns Co n solidated

No. P -1)
MIXED FERTILIZER DIVISION

BRANCH PLANTS

Eastern

NET SALES
ACTUAL

BUDGET

S

S

DIV IS ION IN C OM E
(BEFORE HEAD
OFFICE CHARGES)
ACTUAL
BUDGET
$
%
$
%

INCOME BEFORE
INCOME TAXES
ACTUAL BUDGET
f
S

Ba l t im o r e

New Orl e ans
To t a l
O t h e r Pro vi si on f o r

Do ub t fu l

Acco unts
Pr i or Yea r s Tr an s f er r e d t o
P r o f i t a n d Loss
To t a l M i xe d F e r t i l i zer D i vi s i o n

%..ommenrs:
Prepared

by:

Ap pr oved
Ch ie f A c co un t an t

by:
As s t . C o n t r o l l e r

Da te :

Da t e :

EXHIBIT 4
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There is also the matter of timing of the issuance of budgets. Experience has
dictated that at least ninety days are required to complete a fully co- ordinated
budget. Summary budgets by six and twelve months' periods are available for
the board of directors at their last meeting prior to the beginning of the fiscal
year to which the budget relates. Monthly budgets, fully co- ordinated with the
summary budgets, are presented to the board of directors at the first meeting of
the new fiscal year and are timed to meet the requirements of the accounting
department for the preparation of comparative statements for the first month
of the new fiscal year.
The forms and presentation methods used help us in keeping budget handling systematic. Budget books, in a binder of a distinctive color used only by
the budget department, are issued semiannually and the budgets therein take
the same general form as that used for the financial and operating statements.
Sales, Selling Expense and Advertising Budgets
The responsibility for originating the sales forecasts by products is placed
upon the salesmen, sales managers, and branch plant managers. Upon completion, these forecasts are submitted to sales management for review and approval
and are transmitted through the responsible officer to the budget department
for use and co- ordination with the production department. Consideration is
given to the following major factors:
I. Past sales experience.
2. Pricing policy.
3. Production cost.

4. Competition.
5. General business conditions.
b. Position in the business cycle.

Maximum use is made of the market research department in the establishment of the sales program. The budget director acts as co- ordinator and sits
in on all basic budget discussions.
For effective control and close co- ordination over selling expenses, selling
expense forecasts are prepared by the sales managers, branch plant managers,
and sales office managers for their respective departments. These forecasts are
prepared with supporting details covering the following:
I. Number of personnel.
2. Salary of each.
3. Traveling expenses by individuals.

4. Dues by organization and subscriptions
by periodical.
S. Any item unusual in nature.

The forecasts are then submitted to sales management for review and approval, after which they are passed to the budget department through the
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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Management Control Report
For:
President
GENERAL EXPENSE SUMMARY
OF DIRECT CHARGES BY CONTROL CENTERS
In Thousands of Dollars

No. P -5

Month Ended:

MIXED FERTILIZER DIVISION MANAGEMENT

ACTUAL

BUDGET

$

$

%

%

OVER OR
UNDER

BUDGET
i

%

Branch Administration— Baltimore
— Alliance

Division Management
Total
PURCHASING
TRAFFIC
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
CONTROLLER
Accounting
Methods and Procedures
Total
TREASURER
Taxes
Credit and Collection
Treasurer Management
Total
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
GENERAL
Counsel
General Management
Total
TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSE (Per Report of Operations Consolidated No. P -1)
RESEARCH
Less Service to Other Centers
Net Research
PATENT
PRODUCT INVESTIGATION
DEVELOPMENT COSTS — CURTIS BAY PLANT
TOTAL RESEARCH AND PATENT EXPENSE —
NET (Per Report of Operations Consolidated
No. P -1)
Comments:
Prepared by:

Approved by:
Asst. Controller

Chief Accountant
Date:

Date:
EXHIBIT 5
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responsible officer for use. In conjunction with these selling expense forecasts,
sales managers submit a distribution of their expenses by products. The distribution is subject to the approval of the marketing vice - president.
The advertising forecast is prepared by the advertising department with the
co- operation of the product sales managers for that portion of it directly chargeable to them. General corporation advertising is forecast with the aid of advertising counsel and the executive vice - president. Upon completion, the advertising forecast, which is the prime responsibility of the marketing vice - president,
is routed through the sales committee from which, after review and approval,
it is sent to the budget department through the responsible officer. This department then secures the approval of the executive vice - president for the entire
program.
The sales committee considers the overall forecast in light of the sales programs, with due consideration being given to the following major factors:
I. Total cost of advertising.
2. Cost of advertising each product.

3. Amount to be expended in each medium
for each product.

Production, Materials, Labor and Expense Budgets
Upon receipt of the sales forecasts by the various operating divisions, the
operating head of each plant, in conjunction with the responsible vice - president,
establishes the level of production for the budget period. The production forecast is then stated by the production planning department in terms of product,
by months, with due consideration being given to the following major factors:
I. Period covered by sales forecasts.
2. Shipping requirements by months.
3. Length of the normal production cycle.

5. Minimum /maximum inventories, properly
balanced.
6. Stability of general business conditions.

4. Time necessary to secure materials.

The production planning department then forwards to the plant budget
supervisor for use, and to the budget department for distribution to the central
operations departments and the purchasing department, properly approved
copies of the production forecast.
Prior to the receipt of the production forecast, the purchasing department
obtains purchase prices for the necessary raw materials and supplies by items,
for use by the various plant budget departments. These costs are issued in the
form of a standard material cost catalogue, revised semiannually if required by
major price changes, in time for use upon receipt of the production forecast.
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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Management Control Report No. P -3
For:
Executive Vice President
MARKETING EXPENSE SUMMARY
OF DIRECT CHARGES BY CONTROL CENTERS
In Thousands of Dollars

Month Ended:
ACTUAL

$

ADV ERT ISI NG AND P R O MO T I O N
Controlled by:
V. P. of Marketing
V. P. of Mixed Fertilizer Division
TOTAL ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION

BUDGET

y I $

OVER OR
UNDER

BUDGET

y< I $

i

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

SELLING
CENTRAL DIVISION
Field Sales
Superphosphate

Sales Service
Sales Control
Marketing Management
Total Selling— Marketing Division
Less Services to:
Mixed Fertilizer Division — Baltimore Phosphate Rock Division
TOTAL SELLING — CENTRAL DIVISION
MIXED FERTILIZER DIVISION
Baltimore
New Orleans
TOTAL SELLING —MIXED FERTILIZER
DIVISION
PHOSPHATE ROCK DIVISION
TOTAL SELLING
TOTAL MARKETING EXPENSE (Per Report of
Operations Consolidated No. P -1
Comments:
Approved by:

Prepared by:

Asst. Controller

Chief Accountant
Date:

Date:
EXHIBIT 6

The standard material cost catalogues are used to estimate the cost of materials,
per unit, based upon standard usage rates or master formulas. Upon receiving
the production forecast, the purchasing department places contracts for all
necessary items, bearing in mind the following:
132
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I. Probable requirements for the budget
period, by months.
2. Quantities on hand.
3. Time required for delivery.

4. Minimum /maximum inventories, properly
balanced.
S. Probable price variations and market
trends.

When completed, the materials forecast is finally approved by the responsible officer for use in the cost of production forecast.
The labor forecast is developed after the sales and production forecasts have
been approved. In those plants having standard costs, standard labor time allowances have been established for products, so that the standard labor hours
required and cost per unit are easily ascertained. In those plants not on a standard basis, ratios and estimates based upon past experience and known changes
are used to arrive at the required labor hours and unit costs. The responsibility
for the preparation of the labor forecast rests with the works managers, who
consider it in light of the following:
I. Length of budget period.
2. Policies of the company.
3. Variations from standard.

S. Recommendations of superintendents,
foremen, and heads of the service departments.

4. Cost per unit.

When completed, this forecast is finally approved by the responsible officer
for use in the cost of production forecast.
The manufacturing expense forecast is the prime responsibility of the works
managers and is the result of the co- ordinated thinking of the heads of the
many producing and service departments. Individual forecasts are established
for each department based upon the approved production forecast and are tempered by experience and any known changes. The budget supervisor distributes
the expenses of the service departments to the producing departments and then
applies these costs to the individual products. Both the basic forecasts and their
distribution are subject to the approval of the responsible department head and
the works manager. After final approval by the responsible officer, this expense
forecast is combined with the ones for materials and labor, for use in the cost
of production forecast.
Budgets of Production Cost and Inventory
The divisions on a standard cost basis submit their cost of production forecasts on a standard cost per unit basis. These costs are then stated by the budget
department in terms of dollars of cost and are incorporated into the cost of
sales forecast. The division operating on an actual cost basis submits its direct
labor and other manufacturing forecasts to the budget department. This departOC T O B E R, 1 9 3 1
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ma n a g e m e n T

- o n T r o l neporT No. r -6

For:

Executive Vice President

INVENTORY SUMMARY
BY DIVISIONS
By Inventory Groups
I n Th o u s a nd s o f D o l l a r s

INVENTORY GROUP

Raw Materials
Packaging Materials

TOTAL INVENTORIES

TOTAL

CENTRAL
DIV ISION

mine
FERTILIZER
DIV ISION

r n vROCK
rnn"t
DIVISION

— Actual
— Budget
— Actual
— Budget

— Actual
— Budget

Annual Turnover
(Ratio Estimated Annual Re- — Actual
quirements to Present Inventory)

— Budget

BY PRODUCTS
ACTUAL
INVENTORY

PRODUCT GROUP

Curtis Bay
Sulphuric Ac id
Superphosphate

NUMBER OF MONTHS
SUPPLY ON HAND

$

Mixed Fertilizer

Perry
Savannah
New Orleans
Total

TOTAL INVENTORIES
Comments:
Prepared by:

Approved by:
Chief Accountant

Asst. Controller

Date:

Date:
EXHIBIT 7
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ment computes the manufacturing cost per unit and applies the raw material
cost to obtain the total cost per unit of product. This is then extended to secure
total dollars of cost which is used in the cost of sales forecast. In each instance,
costs are based upon the approved level of production.
An analysis is made semiannually to determine the desirability of revising
the standard costs. Due consideration is given to the following in making such
a study:
I. Change in material price levels.
2. Process changes affecting yields.
3. Plant layouts and new manufacturing
processes which affect costs.
4. Changes in materials used.

5. Major organization changes which affect
product cost groups.
b. Other known changes affecting accuracy
of standards.

Based upon the quantities stated in the production forecast and upon the
prices given in the standard material cost catalogues (as explained under the
materials forecast), an inventory forecast by units, dollars, and months is prepared by the production planning department, in the following classifications:
I. Raw materials.

3. In process and finished goods.

2. Packaging materials.

A supplies inventory is likewise forecast for each plant, by months, in conjunction with the above. The responsible operating officers finally approve these
forecasts for use in the cost of sales and balance sheet forecasts.
Cost of Sales and Cost Variance Budgets
The calculation for the cost of sales forecast by divisions and products is
made by the budget department, based upon the approved cost of production
and inventory forecasts.
Since the cost of production forecast must of necessity start several months
before its effective use date, occasionally items arise which should be recognized in these production costs. This is effected by using a production variance
cost forecast, which consolidates all of these changes, permitting the "standard
cost of production" to remain unchanged. The forecast is the responsibility of
the budget department, and is subject to the controller's approval.
Budgeting General Expense, Financial Income and Expense
The general expense forecasts include all items of expense which are not
includible with costs of marketing and production, except those covering extraOC T O B E R , 1 9 5 1
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Management Control Report No. P -7
For:
Executive Vice President
Net Tons Sold

TONNAGE REPORT— CONSOLIDATED
Month Ended:
ACTUAL

BUDGET

OVER OR
UNDER
BUDGET

MIXED FERTILIZER DIVISION
REGULAR
Bagged Superphosphate
Bagged Mixed Goods

v

TOTAL REGULAR

GALLONS
ACTUAL

BUDGET

Industrial Asphalts
TOTAL INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
SUPERPHOSPHATE
Regular
Ammoniated —Basis 20%
Granulated
TOTAL SUPERPHOSPHATE
OTHER MATERIALS
TOTAL CENTRAL DIVISION
PHOSPHATE ROCK DIVISION
GRAND TOTAL CONSOLIDATED
Comments:
Prepared by:

Approved by:
Chief Accountant

Asst. Controller

Date:

Date:

EXHIBIT 8

neous income and expense. The general administrative offices are located in
Baltimore. Here the budget department, in conjunction with the various department heads, prepares the general expense forecasts required for the following
departments:
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I. Central Division management
Mixed Fertilizer Division management
2. Central purchasing
3. Central traffic
4. Central industrial relations
S. Controller's departments
a. Accounting
b. Methods and procedures
c. Cashier
d. Office services
e. Budget
f. Internal audit
g. Controller management

6. Treasurer's departments
a. Tax
b. Credit and collections
c. Treasurer management
7. Central operations management
8. General departments
a. Counsel
b. General management
9. Research and patent departments
a. Research and development
b. Patent
c. Product investigation

The several plants of the Mixed Fertilizer Division prepare their general
expense forecasts under the supervision of the branch plant managers. When
completed, all forecasts are approved by the responsible officer.
The financial income and expense forecast groups together under one heading those many items of income and expense or loss and gain which are of a
nonoperating nature. It contains the following:
I. Non - product services, income and expense.
2. Income from investments.
3. Net income from license agreements.

4. Net gain or loss from sales of capital
assets.
5. Other miscellaneous income.
6. Other miscellaneous charges.

It is prepared by the budget department in conjunction with the interested
department heads and is approved by the controller.
The Capital Expenditure Budget
Each plant manager prepares a list of capital expenditures for the plant which
he operates and which he considers necessary or desirable during the budget
period. This list is in a form which provides a description of the unit, a classification of the expenditure as between replacements and additions, the approximate timing for the expenditure of funds, and the potential reduction in costs
or the additional income from the investment. The list is submitted to the vice president under whose supervision the plant operates and is given a first review
by him before being submitted to the executive vice - president for final review.
Frequently additional major capital expenditures which do not relate to present operations of the corporation or major additions to present operations,
originate with top management. These special items, along with the lists submitted by the several divisions, are reviewed and considered jointly by the
officers in charge of the divisions, the executive vice - president, the treasurer,
and controller. These deliberations result in a finalized program which takes
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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Management Control Report No. T-2
For:
Treasurer
COLLECTIONS CONTROL SUMMARY
By Markets
In Thousands of Dollars

As of:

NOTES AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

ACTUAL

BUDGET
TOTAL

TOTAL
V

Farm Market (Fertilizer)
Gross Receivables

i

CURRENT PAST DUE
$

I

Less Reserves:
For Discounts and Allowances
For Doubtful Accounts
Net Farm Market Receivables
Farm Supplier Market (Superphosphate &
Phosphate Rock)
Gross Receivables

Less Reserves:
For Discounts and Allowances
For Doubtful Accounts
NET CORPORATION RECEIVABLES
(Per Balance Sheet Report No. D -2)
Comments: *Includes all prior seasons' accounts whether or not past due.
Prepared by:

Approved by:
Chief Accountant

Asst. Controller

Date:

Date:
EXHIBIT 9

into account capital available or to become available, and the timing of the
expenditures. The program, as prepared, is submitted to the budget department
for reflection in the balance sheet and cash forecasts.
Accounts Receivable Budget
In conjunction with the credit and collection department of the treasurer's
division, a forecast of the accounts receivable outstanding, together with its
natural corollary, a forecast for the provision for doubtful accounts by plants,
divisions, and months is prepared by the budget department. They are based
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Management Control Report No. C -1
For:
Controller
APPROPRIATIONS SUMMARY
FOR PROPERTY ADDITIONS AND REPLACEMENTS
In Thousands of Dollars

As of:

NEW
ADDITIONS
APPROPRIATIONS APPROVED

$

TOTAL

MENTS
I REPLACE.
$

$

Uncompleted —July I, 19
Current Month
From July I, 19
to
Net
Total— Current Year —Net
Grand Total
Completed —July I, 19
to
Total Uncompleted
EXPENDITURES
Prior Years
Current Month
From July I, 19
to
Total Current Year
Grand Total
Completed —July I, 19
to
Applicable to Uncompleted Appropriations
UNEXPENDED AGAINST
PROPRIATIONS

UNCOMPLETED AP-

COMMITMENTS
BALANCE — UNCOMMITTED
APPLICATION TO WORKING CAPITAL
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Working Capital —Per Balance Sheet
Balance— Unexpended on Uncompleted Appropriations
Working Capital— Adjusted
Comments:
Prepared by:

Approved by:
Chief Accountant

Asst. Controller

Date:

Date:
EXHIBIT 10

upon the sales forecast, past experience, anticipated changes in business conditions, and credit terms and policies. These forecasts are subject to the approval
of the controller and treasurer.
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Expense Control Report
For:
GENERAL EXPENSE SUMMARY
Name:

In Dollars
Months
Actual

EXPENSEELEMENTS
Budget

Comparison

Ended
Actual

No.

Months

Budget

Comparison

2— Salaries
3— Employee Benefits

plies

&5—Supplies and Services
Telephone and Telegraph
Stationery and Office Sup-

6— Property Expense
Taxes —Real and Personal
Insurance
Rent
7— Publication and Customer
Influence Expense
8—Financial Expense
Interest
Credit Investigation
Charges
Bank Exchange
9— General Expense
Donations
Subscription and Dues
Travel
Meetings
Total Direct Expenses
Transferred Cost From Other
Centers
Controller Services
Total All Expenses
Date:
EXHIBIT 11
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The Summary Budgets
Upon completion of the individual forecasts, the entire program is resolved
into a profit and loss statement by months and divisions which, in turn, is summarized into a consolidated profit and loss forecast. This statement is accompanied by narrative comment, setting forth significant points of the program.
As is true with all of our forecasts, the profit and loss budget statements take
the same general form as that used for the actual statements. Condensed forecast statements are prepared for the board of directors and detailed statements
for the operating executives. These latter statements are broken down into
divisional statements for branches, departments, and major products.
One of the functions of financial budgeting is to forecast the flow of cash
funds into and out of the treasury. This is particularly significant to the planning of capital expenditures and its importance is increased in a business which
is at least partly seasonal. As a result of the preparation of the profit and loss
forecast, cash expected from that source is determined and timed. The forecasts to be prepared for balance sheet items such as accounts receivable, inventories, and changes in liabilities are other measures of cash requirements. As
they become available, all of these facts are drawn together by items and by
months to complete the cash forecast. Upon completion, this forecast is submitted to the controller for approval.
An essential part of the budget program is the forecast of financial position.
The results of operating forecasts and the flow of cash funds are brought together and reflected in a forecast balance sheet. The forecast balance sheet is
prepared as of the end of each month within the budget period and serves as
a useful financial guide when compared with the actual financial position
throughout the period.
In conjunction with the balance sheet forecast, there is prepared a statement
of application of current funds. The submission of this forecast has the advantage of presenting in one statement, the change in net current assets (working
capital) based upon the approved forecasts.
MANAGEMENT CONTROL REPORTS

The plan of organization of top management is shown in Exhibit 1. It is so
arranged that it provides for definite responsibility for performance and the
control of expense as defined by the organization guide which clearly states
OCTOBER,

1g31
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THE DAVISON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
COST CENTER REPORT

Center No.
Period Ended
Percent of Capacity

MONTH ENDED

d uel Cost

Budget
Allowance

MONTHS ENDED

Spending
( )Variance
U iance

DESCRIPTION

Actual Cost
Amount

.

Amount

Curtis Bay W orks

l

i

For Mr.
Management Control Report
In Dollars

Spending
Budge}
Verianc•
Allowance () Unfavor

I

CENTER COSTS
120 Product Supplies
211 Direct Labor — Hourly
251 Indirect Labor — Hourly
263 Recond. & Salvage Material
Labor — Hourly

TOT AL
Departmental Overhead
General Plant Overhead
TOT AL

Standard

YEAR
Variance

Unit

QUANTITY STATISTICS

Actual

TO

-

MONTH
Actual

-

TOTAL CENTER COSTS

Standard

DATE
Variance

EXHIBIT 12

where the jurisdiction of one executive ends and that of another begins. Reports, designated as management control reports, are prepared with the object
of providing the basic information required by each executive. These reports
are classified as to whether they are received for:
I. Action.
2. Part action —Part information.

3. Direction.
4. Information only.

Since this paper is limited to the discussion of budgetary control, explanations will be made on the basis of reports received for action.
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Action Reports for Executives
The following reports are furnished to the president:
I. Balance Sheet Consolidated (Exhibit 2).
2. Report of Operations — Consolidated
(Exhibit 3).

3. Sales and Income Summary (Exhibit 4).
4. General Expense Summary of Direct
Charges by Control Centers (Exhibit 5).

With these reports, the President is given the information required to run
the business and determine how his major executives are conducting their
respective divisions.
The reports furnished to the executive vice - president are as follows:
I. Marketing Expense Summary of Direct

Charges by Control Canters (Exhibit 6).
2. Inventory Summary by Divisions (Exhibit
7).

3. Tonnage Report — Consolidated (Exhibit
8).

The executive vice - president also receives statements of the report of operations by divisions, which are similar in form to Exhibit 3, but are at the divisional level. These reports give this executive the necessary information to
measure performance against the established objectives of those activities under
his direct control.
The marketing vice - president is supplied with a report which gives the
following information by products:
I. Net sales.
2. Gross sales margin.

3. Net sales margin — Standard.

With this the executive has the required information to review sales, cost of
sales, and marketing expenses by products for that portion of the activities
under his direct supervision.
The reports given to the operations vice - president are those covering inventories by detail, and manufacturing cost variances by product plant, with additional columns for the maintenance, utility, and work services.
The inventory summary classifies the various items by product in the following manner:
I. Raw materials.
2. Packaging materials.
3. In process inventory.

4. Finished goods.
5. Supplies and parts.

The manufacturing cost variances report lists the variances by plant and service under the following major headings:
I. Production variances.
2. Material price variances.
OC T O BE R , 1 9 5 1

3. Expense unabsorbed.
4. Inventory adjustments.
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These reports permit this executive to judge his degree of accomplishment
in discharging his responsibilities.
The mixed fertilizer division vice - president is provided with the following
reports:
I. Report of operations —Mixed Fertilizer
Division.
2. Farm market collections control.

3. Expense summary —Mixed Fertilizer Division.

The report of operations is similar to the one furnished the president, shown
in Exhibit 3, but is at the divisional level. The second report summarizes, for
those plants in this division, the outstanding receivables by plant and season.
The expense summary lists the manufacturing, marketing, and administration
expenses by plants. These reports give the Mixed Fertilizer Division vice president the required information to evaluate the performance of the executives under his direct control.
The following reports are furnished to the treasurer:
I. Collections Control Summary— Exhibit 9.
2. Collections control — Central and rock
divisions.

3. Statement
funds.

of

application

of

current

The second report is a detail of the outstanding receivables classified by
product and aged as between current and past due, with past due grouped by
thirty day periods. The statement of application of current funds is one of the
usual type and shows the treasurer the sources of working capital and the manner in which these funds were applied. With the two collection reports, this
executive is able to evaluate the performance of the various divisions in the
collection of receivables.
The Controller is supplied with an Appropriations Summary for Property
Additions and Replacements (Exhibit 10). This report gives him the necessary
information to measure the expenditures for property additions and replacements. It shows also the adjusted working capital position based upon the
approved appropriations.
Report Distribution; Monthly Letters; Secondary Reports
It is not to be assumed that the management control reports listed above are
the only ones furnished each executive. Quite naturally, a report given to one
executive for action may be sent to another executive for any one of the other
three classifications for report issuance. For example, the executive vice- president is furnished copies of all of the action reports given to the president and
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the controller, as chief accounting officer, receives copies of all of the action
reports issued to the other executives. In each instance, these reports are classified as received for action and for information. In so far as department heads
are concerned, they too receive copies of appropriate reports, which enable
them to run their departments and measure performance against objective.
All action reports are supported by detail reports which permit the executive
in charge to explain major deviations from the budgeted program. These explanations take the form of a monthly letter, issued by the following officers:
I. Marketing vice - president.
2. Operations vice - president.

3. Mixed Fertilizer Division vice - president.

Each letter is backed by similar explanations from the works managers, plant
managers, and sales managers.
The controller presents the overall picture in a narrative bulletin known as,
"Controller's Comments on Report of Net Income ", which covers all phases of
the operations.
Supporting the management control reports are the many detail reports covering the marketing, administration, and production centers. Each department
head in the marketing and administration groups, and every operation head
down to the foreman level, is furnished with a comparative report permitting
him to evaluate performance by measuring results obtained. Exhibits 11 and 12
are examples of the types of reports furnished these various department heads.
Progressive Revision Provided For
The procedures described and the forms used for displaying budgets and
actual results, some of which are included herein as exhibits, are designed to
suit our own needs. The forms themselves are subject to revision from time to
time as consultations with executives reveal the need for either more or less
information.
We believe that the application of budgetary control has permitted management to plan operations more effectively and institute sounder corporate policies. The issuance of the Management Control Reports promptly makes possible the taking of corrective action quickly, thereby holding expenses to a
minimum.
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Budgets Are for Planning, Coordination
and Control
by HERMAN C. HEISER
Vice President, Crown Can Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Installation of the budget program, now a preferred management tool
in the author's company, took place over a period of years. This article stresses the importance of a practical approach to the inception
of such a program and to the removal or minimization of obstacles to
realization of its full potentials.

has been more than adequately covered in the
far as budgeting technique and procedure are concerned.
However, it seems that some contribution might be made if consideration were
given to the best possible approach to making budgets operate successfully. In
other words, while much has been said about "what to do" in budgeting, there
is room for the development of "how to do it ". Since, obviously, none of us
are experts in all fields but rather are better equipped to tell how we do it,
this presentation has been designed as a case study, with certain modifications
to give our experiences broader application. Many companies are already operating extensive, successful budgeting programs, but I am sure there are many
more which would like to have a successful budget installation but which find
numerous obstacles in the path of accomplishing this objective. It is to the
so

HE FIELD OF BUDGETING

T printed word, in

latter group that this paper is directed.
Let us go back to the inception of a budget program and consider the first
requirement. It is obvious that a budget program cannot be initiated until the
chief accounting officer has arrived at the firm conviction that budgeting is an
absolute necessity for sound management. The accounting officer, having the
conviction that budgeting is an essential, must naturally ask himself, "How
can we put it into effect ?" Assuming that the technical and accounting knowledge required to discharge the accounting division's responsibility in budgeting
is available, and that the answers to any technical problems arising in the installation of a budget program can be found by reference to many good articles
and books written on the subject, our approach to the problem of installing a
successful budget program then resolves itself into a review of the obstacles
X46
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which arise in its installation and execution and in the consideration of how
best to overcome these obstacles.
Restatement of Basic Purposes of Budgeting
The approach to the installation of our budget program some ten years ago
was first to clearly define the objectives which we hoped to obtain by the use of
budgets. It might be well at this time to restate the basic purposes of budgeting and to keep these clearly in mind. The basic purposes might be briefly
identified as planning, coordination and control.
The part that budgeting plays in the planning function which, it has been
said, is the prime function of management, is to present to the executives, sufficiently in advance of the necessity for action, an organized plan based upon
scientific investigation and research and to inject the entire organization into
the formulation of the plan. The budget will serve to dearly define objectives
as well as to clearly define company policies. The statement that all of these
factors are required for intelligent management decisions will readily be accepted by all executives, but it is well known to all of us that too often decisions
are made without careful thought or study, only to find out later that such
decisions were detrimental to the objectives of the business. This is a human
failing and will present a real obstacle to the installation of a budget program
since it will require that extensive effort be directed towards problems long
before the need for action is imperative.
The second basic purpose of budgeting— coordination —in some respects is
the most important purpose of budgeting since practically all businesses are
operated on a divisional basis. It is essential that all division heads be proceeding toward 'the same objective and that their efforts be coordinated toward
that end. Too often the uncertainty of action being taken by some divisions
deters progressive action by the team. This uncertainty must be supplanted by
a definite conscious feeling of confidence that the entire organization is operating as a unified team. There is no tool that can do this as effectively as a
successful budget program.
Control, the third basic purpose of budgeting, is the one which is usually
allied with it. Since much of the management's attention is directed to the results of operations and since the control budget is directly related to the income
account or its subdivisions, it is possible that many accountants have overlooked
the planning and coordination functions. Having reviewed briefly the basic purposes of budgeting, we determined that we would not overlook the fact that a
successful budget must serve all three purposes.
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Obstacles to Successful Budgeting
When we considered the installation of our budget program, we were conscious of the fact that many obstacles would present themselves, several of
prime importance, to which we would have to devote special attention to overcome. The more important of these problems and our related solutions were:
I. The lack of management interest and
the need for obtaining the backing of
The chief executive. —It was decided
that the budget would be developed in
a broad fashion (that is, without atfempfing to develop too much detail)
for the benefit of the top management
group so that we would be able to show
the chief executive and his staff what
could be accomplished by the use of
budgets.
2. The length of time necessary to develop budgeting s kill, not only in the
accounting division but in all other
divisions. —Since the installation and
the execution of a budget program
would entail many years of effort, we
decided to develop technical skill in the
accounting division and budget knowledge in the various levels of management in other divisions, starting with
the president and the top executive
staff and working on down to the lowest
level of foremen or supervisors.

3. The lack of statistical information prepared specifically for use in budget
procedure. — Statistical information was
accumulated specifically for budgeting
purposes, starting with broad over -all
figures of sales, costs, financial requirements, etc. No attempt was made at
first to prepare voluminous statistics on
individual departments or account classifications, since it was felt that such
statistics could be developed as the
program progressed.
4. The need for standards of operation
and cost standards for control purposes.—We recognized immediately that
if the budget was to serve as a tool of
control, standards of performance would
have to be established. However, since
many years' effort are required to fully
develop standards, it was recognized
that while such standards were being
developed it was possible to proceed
with the budget program for planning
and coordinating purposes.

Alternative Plans of Action
Having reviewed several of the problems which would, if left unsolved
prevent the budget from reaching its full potentials, it was necessary for us
to decide upon a plan of action for the development of the budget. There were
two directions that such a plan could take. Either we could proceed to install
the budget in one selected department or in one division or we could start on
a very broad installation but limit the budget objectives. The necessity for
limiting the budget installation in the latter case arises from the fact that it
would be physically impossible to attempt complete coverage of the company
and at the same time make the budget effective in all phases, i.e., planning,
coordination, and control. Many companies have adopted the first alternative
and have initiated their budget programs by taking one department or one division and installing the budget program to satisfy the requirements of planning,
coordination, and control, with particular emphasis on the control function.
This approach is undoubtedly sound, but we felt that the benefits to be
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derived would be limited to the foreman or supervisor in charge of the particular department or division. We felt that the top management level would
obtain little, if any, direct benefit. Therefore, we decided to devote our efforts
to designing and installing a budget program which would influence decisions
at the top management level. This would yield a two -fold benefit, first by
influencing the "big money" decisions and, secondly, by educating the top
management level in the advantages of budgeting and enlisting their aid and
support to the development of the budget program as it affected successively
lower levels of management.
In our case this decision has proved most successful, since the enthusiastic
acceptance of the budget program by the president and the executive staff has
enabled us to make rapid progress in enlisting the aid of lower levels of management in furthering its development. It goes without saying that, when you
have sold the president and his staff, you will have very little difficulty in
selling their subordinates. Having made this decision it followed that our
budget program would first have to be pointed toward the objectives of planning and coordination, the two often least attended to.
Flexibility —How Much?
In the inception of a budget program, due consideration must be given to
the flexibility required. The more flexibility required, the greater the effort
which will have to be expanded and the greater the volume of background
statistics and research necessary. The degree of flexibility required will depend
upon the particular purpose for which the budget is to be used, but some degree
of flexibility will be required in any event. If the budget is to be used purely
for planning purposes, that is to say, to determine the most profitable plan of
operations, no flexibility should be required since there can be only one best
plan. However, since any plan must be based upon expected conditions and
since expected conditions can change suddenly, provisions must be made for
altering the plan when unexpected conditions of a material nature occur.
Nevertheless, consideration of flexibility required will indicate that directing
budget effort toward the first basic purpose of budgeting, planning, will make
it easier to realize a successful installation.
However, when budgets are to be used for coordinating purposes, i.e., to
assure that all divisions of the company are operating in proper relationship
one to another, a greater degree of flexibility is required. This arises from the
fact that, after a well - balanced and coordinated plan has been arrived at, operaOC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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tions must be watched closely, because if there are any deviations from the plan
in one department or division, revisions must be made in the plans of other
departments and divisions to keep the over -all plan coordinated. This means
that budget allowances for material purchases, labor costs, and the like, must
be set within a probable range so that no time will be lost in showing each
department or division what its revised course of action must be.
When budgets are used for control purposes, an even higher degree of
flexibility is required, inasmuch as allowances must be set for all of the operations under any of the probable conditions with which the organization may
be faced.
The Planning and Coordinating Services of the Forecast Budget
In order to obtain the maximum benefit in the shortest length of time and
in order to create a basic budget which will serve as the foundation for the
extension of the budget program, it is recommended that the forecast type of
budget be utilized. This does not imply that the forecast budget was chosen in
our case as an alternative to the variable type of budget, since each type serves
its purpose and both must be utilized in a complete budget program. Our decision to prepare a forecast budget was rather one of selecting the first approach. The forecast budget, as its name implies, is a statement of expected
results of operations and the expected financial condition during the future
period being reviewed under a proposed management plan. It serves, in effect,
as a crystal ball into which management may look to see what probable influence proposed plans will have upon the financial condition and the results of
operations, assuming, of course, that conditions are in accordance with expectations.
The concept of the forecast budget must be clearly understood. It must
be explained to management that the budget represents a determination of what
will happen if plans are adhered to and if expected conditions are met, but
that it is not an attempt to forecast what conditions will be or to what extent
management will perform according to plans. Our experience in the use of
the forecast budget for planning and coordinating purposes has been all but
startling. Management as a whole, and very often the controller himself, will be
surprised at the revelations that such a budget will snake. Many accountants
and executives have come to the realization that plans which were considered
sound when formulated proved to be unsound after they are put into effect and
find that, had proper study been made, the failure of such plans could have
been foreseen. This, in essence, describes the planning function of the budget.
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Coordination between the various divisions of a business cannot be attained
without a definite program designed specifically to coordinate. Insofar as overall management plans are concerned, the forecast budget is a most valuable tool,
since the lack of coordination between the planning of various divisions will
show up immediately in either the forecast statement of operations or the
forecast balance sheets.
In addition to the planning and coordination function which the budget
implements at the time of its preparation, comparison of actual results with the
forecast budget will be particularly valuable in that it will measure the effect
of changes in expected conditions and of deviations from the original plan.
This will be particularly beneficial in formulating future plans in that it will
highlight those decisions which have the greatest effect upon the operating
results and the company's financial position.
The forecast budget has the added advantage of instilling confidence in
each of the division heads by informing him that the plan which has been
decided upon, and the part of the plan for which he is responsible, will lead,
to a satisfactory result. There is nothing that can be more detrimental to the
administration of a business than indecision on the part of management created
by the lack of knowledge of how decisions taken will affect business results.
The forecast budget has accelerated management action in our company and
will do so in any company.
There is one important use to which the forecast budget can be put by the
accounting department which I believe will bear particular mention. I refer to
the setting of overhead rates for manufacturing, selling, distribution, and
administrative expenses. A forecast budget will be of immeasurable assistance
in setting such overhead rates and, once set, the rates will have added significance in that their use for accounting purposes will be coordinated with
management's plans. Without a forecast budget, how many cost accountants
can say that their overhead rates are a reflection of management's decisions?
At this point, it might be well to explain that the forecast type of budget
is of little value for the purpose of controlling operations, since such control
necessitates the use of standards of performance. The establishing of complete standards is a colossal job and many companies are precluded from instituting a control budget because of the lack of such standards. However, even
though standards of performance have not been prepared, there is no reason
why a company cannot realize the benefits of planning and co- ordination through
budgeting. As a matter of fact, we as accountants are not performing our
function properly if we do not render assistance to management in this respect.
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Interesting Top Management
Up to this point this article has covered the basic purposes of budgeting
obstacles preventing budgets from reaching full potentials, alternatives in entering upon a budget program, the question of flexibility and the uses of the forecast type of budget. Going further, a resume of "how we did it" may be a
small contribution to the field of budgeting.
First, we made management budget- conscious. This was accomplished by
several means, some of which may be briefly described. For one thing, we
prepared interest - evoking comparisons. For example, if one plant was operating more profitably than another, or one sales district was operating more
economically than another, or if one group of customers required more funds to
be invested in receivables and inventories than another, we pointed out such
variances and evoked the question, "Why ?" An analysis and investigation,
followed by discussion on the part of management, showed that, while some of
the reasons were due to known conditions, there were many others which indicated the necessity for management action. This leads to management asking
the question, "Well, if we did thus and so, what would the results have been?"
Whether they knew it or not, those who posed the question were asking for
a budget.
We also presented and emphasized facts or expectations unknown to management or at least overlooked by them. This likewise led to questions, such
as, "What would have happened had we been able to anticipate these matters?
What would have happened had we been able to adjust our plans more
rapidly ?"
The second step was to organize background work in the accounting department. This included the review and alteration of the accounting system so that
it could be used for budget purposes. It necessitated the segregation of accounts
by individual responsibility and by cost or financial characteristics. It also
necessitated the preparation of historical statistical information specifically for
budget purposes. We prepared a test budget or trial budget for accounting
department use only, so that we were sure that we could prepare and administer
the budget work properly. We discussed with other divisions the need for them
to furnish certain information as to their plans and expectations and directed
this discussion in terms they understood, without the injection of technical
budget language.
In the third step we prepared and presented a forecast budget to management for an annual period and were very careful to make the budget conservative. While no apologies were made for the budget, we, nevertheless, pointed
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out its limitations so that management was not misled when making decisions
and laying plans.
The form of our budget, as it is presented to management, is slightly different
than most accountants would expect. The budget, itself, is offered in narrative
form and constitutes a brief but complete recital of management's plans, the
expected conditions upon which the budget is based, and those factors which
have not been considered in its preparation. This latter explanation is extremely important since, in practical application, many factors have to be eliminated in order to conclude the budget work before the year begins. For
example, the budget report might state that no effect has been given to certain
labor rate increases since the extent cannot be determined at the time the budget
is prepared. The form of the budget for the accountant's use is prepared in
the same manner as the regular statements of operations and financial statements. While these statements are the working tools of the budget director and
the accountant, they become merely schedules attached to the budget report
insofar as management is concerned.
Budget Procedure in Seven Steps
Our consideration of the approach to budgeting has, so far, been related
to development and installation. Let us now look at budget procedure. We
prepare and maintain a condensed budget for a three to five year period for
long -range planning purposes, but the key budget is the annual forecast budget
which we label the financial budget. As already explained, the specific purposes
of this budget are for planning and coordination and for measuring actual
financial and operating results against the original plan. This highlights the
effect of changes in plans and the effect of changing conditions. This budget
forms the foundation of our budget program since it is the basis for preparing
standards which are revised each year. Hence it represents the starting point
for our control budget.
Our procedure in preparing and submitting the annual budget is briefly
as follows:
I. The sales department prepares and
submits about November I the sales budget for the coming year. This sets forth in
prescribed form the budgeted shipments to
be made from each plant, in quantities, of
various types of containers. While this sales
budget is not broken down info every size
and style of container, we have determined
certain representative types and sizes which
will enable us to give effect to major cost
characteristics. This budget is submitted
to the accounting division which computes
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the sales value and resubmits it to the sales
department so that sales district budgets
may be prepared. These budgets are prepared in dollar values and by broad product
classes. In the meantime, the sales budget,
from which is prepared the production budget, is submitted to the production planning department.
2. The production schedule and the sales
shipping schedule are computed at normal
cost by the application of current production cost standards. Our production cost
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standards are broken down by tinplate,
other direct materials, direct labor, departmental overhead, and general factory expenses. This gives us cost of sales at normal
by broad product classes and normal cost
of production by tinplate, other direct materials, direct labor, departmental overhead,
and general factory expenses.
3. Schedules of materials, labor, and
overhead costs are prepared by the direct
estimate method broken down by plants and
departments. These represent the expected
spending budgets.
4. The normal cost of production is
compared with the estimated manufacturing
costs to determine the budgeted variances
from standard representing expected costs
which will be over- or under - absorbed. Such
over-or under - absorbed manufacturing costs
appear as credits or charges in the budgeted income accounts.
5. Selling, service and general expenses
are budgeted by the direct estimate
method, broken down by districts and home
office, and comparison is made with standard allowances applied to sales value to
determine under- or over - absorbed selling,
service and general expenses. Preliminary
income accounts are prepared by months
for each plant and presented to the executive committee for review. A great deal of
consideration is given by management at
this point to determine what alterations
should be made to the plan to obtain better
operating results.
b. Statements of financial condition by
months are prepared in the form of budgeted statements of application of funds,
showing funds arising from profits, funds allocated to investment in capital assets, and
funds required for working capital. To determine funds required for working capital,
accounts receivable balances at the end of
each month are computed, using the sales
budget and the credit department's estimate of sales which will not be collected at
the end of each month. Funds required for
inventories at the end of each month are
computed in conjunction with the purchasing department, which sets up the procurement schedules, and with the production
planning department, which sets up the
production schedules. Working cash balances, other current assets, accounts payable, and accrued liabilities are estimated
by months by the accounting division.
The final step in the preparation of the
budgeted statement of application of funds
is to determine the borrowings required
each month and the budgeted repayments.
This form of statement discloses both in154

terim financing and permanent financing
required, such funds being drawn from
banking sources or from the cash resources
of the company, distinction being made
between working cash balances and excess
cash which is to be utilized to cover funds
required for interim or permanent working
capital.
At this point the budgeted fixed asset
expenditures are considered carefully by
the board of directors. A policy has been
established that, normally, such expenditures must be kept within the annual provision for depreciation. It might also be
interesting to point out, in connection with
fixed asset expenditures, that the amount
budgeted to be spent for this class of items
is broken down for control purpose into several groupings:
a. Major additions and betterments controlled by management.
b. Minor improvements to equipment,
controlled by the manufacturing division.
c. Tools and change parts for new containers, controlled by the sales department.
d. Automobiles, office equipment and
furniture, and the like, controlled by
various other division heads.
The budget for capital asset expenditures
is approved by the board in principle at
the time the entire financial budget is approved. Specific appropriations are presented to the board during the year for
separate projects and the accumulated approved appropriations are compared with
the budget to see that over - commitments
are not made. These approved appropriations constitute the authority given to management generally and to the treasurer and
comptroller specifically to commit the company for such expenditures. Records are
kept by the accounting division as commitments are made against the appropriations,
in addition to records of expenditures.
7. The final step in the preparation of
the financial budget is the statement of
estimated cash receipts and disbursements
prepared by the cashier's department which
is tied into cash balances and borrowings
as disclosed by the budgeted statement of
application of funds. Some adjustment is
usually required to bring these two statements into agreement. It might be interesting to note that our experience has proven
that the statement of application of funds is
far more accurate than the statement of
cash receipts and disbursements prepared
without such a statement as a control.
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The Control Budget
While this article does not purport to cover the detail of our control budget,
a brief explanation of how this is tied in with the financial budget may be
of interest. By the twentieth of each month, managers of each plant and the
plant accountant, in conjunction with the district sales manager, prepare a
control budget for the following month in the same manner as the annual
budget is prepared, setting forth results of operations for which they are willing to be held responsible. These control budgets are based upon the current
production schedule for the following month and current costs. Normal costs
are applied so that variances from standards are disclosed.
These budgets are reviewed by the budget committee and compared with
the annual master budget. Variances from the master budget indicated by
this comparison are considered to determine what action is required by top
management to realize the results in accordance with the original plan. This
function is extremely important since we all know that local managers are
usually helpless to meet the original budget unless top management takes action
to correct or offset conditions beyond local managers' control. Comparisons of
actual results are made against monthly control budgets in detail to determine
local managers' performance. Comparisons of actual against the master budget
are made in condensed form to show deviations from the original plan.
Under normal conditions, the master budget will probably not be revised
during the entire year. However, when abnormal circumstances arise which
necessitate material changes in management's over -all plans, it is of course
necessary to revise the master budget. In our case, we have not found it necessary to revise the master budget more than once or twice a year.
Signs of Successful Budgeting
While the manner in which we have approached and solved most of our
budget problems may not be entirely applicable to all companies, it is undoubtedly practical and sound. In any event, it has led to a successful budget
program in our case as evidenced by the fact that our board of directors and
top management are enthusiastic about the program, freely express their opinion
that it is their most important tool and very often engage in considerable discussion during which they offer constructive criticism of the budget program.
Probably the greatest satisfaction to be derived from a successful budget program is to sit back in a management meeting and hear nonaccounting executives discuss matters in budget terms as though they were expert accountants.
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Measuring Activity and Capacity
for the Budget
by THOMAS R. TORIAN
Formerly Assistant to the Controller, Easy Washing Machine Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y.

This paper concerns itself with two principal matters which are vital
to the effectiveness of budgeting for control purposes. The forepart
deals with available alternatives in the choice of a base which will
.satisfactorily measure "the fluctuations of all expense - affecting activity." The latter portion of the article discusses productive capacity
measurement and describes a procedure for determination of practical
capacity.
BUDGETING touch lightly on the problem of selecting
dependable volume and capacity measuring sticks to accurately reflect
business activity and plant utilization at all volume levels. To anyone attempting to set up a flexible budget in a logical manner, this problem of selecting
the right capacity and activity measuring units becomes a very important matter.
The reliability of results in flexible budgeting, when expense factors are applied
to a given volume level, will, in part, be determined by the reliability of the
activity measurement base in truly reflecting expense creating activity.
It is the purpose of this paper to describe in some detail how an activity
measuring base may be selected and plant capacity determination made. The
background experience is that of setting up a flexible budgetary control program
for a company manufacturing for and distributing in a nationwide market.

M
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Prerequisites of a Sound Flexible Budget
Before entering upon discussion of plant capacity determination and activity
measurement bases, it is desirable to review some of the prerequisites for a practical variable budget. The illustrations throughout this paper will be based on
the application of flexible budgetary control to manufacturing overhead expense. There must be:
I. An appropriate chart of accounts —Before expenses can be controlled, the
accounting classifications must be sufficiently detailed so as to separate expense accumulations into homogeneous
controllable units. The number of accounts set up to achieve this purpose
should reflect the volume of expense in-
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valved and the practicality of incurring
extra clerical effort to achieve the delineation.
2. Delegated cost responsibilities—Having established sufficiently detailed expense accounts, it is then necessary to
set up logical foremen and supervisor
responsibility departments, so as to
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lessen the submergence of waste and
inefficiency and to definitely insure one
supervisor's responsibility for the incurrence of expenses in particular departments. This step is usually accomplished
by following the basic organization chart
and manuals defining authority and responsibility levels of each supervisor.
3. Logical cost centers—The practical segregation of manufacturing units into accounting or burden centers should be
achieved so as to set up the minimum
number of centers. However, each center should be small enough to be under
the responsibility of one supervisor. Cost
centers are usually established in accordance with the departmental organization plan but, in the cases of very
small departments within a large company or of a small company with many
departments, there may be a common

accounting or cost center established for
several departments, with one supervisor
held responsible for the entire center.
4. Adequate time stan da rds—in most
manufacturing concerns, if is necessary
to have detailed time standards as a
basis for piece -rafe incentive computation, as a guide for production control
in scheduling, as an indicator of personnel and equipment requirements, and
as a facilitating element in operation of
the cost system. Reliable time standards
for direct labor operations frequently
form the earnings basis upon which many
items of overhead expense are prorated.
For flexible budget installation, developed time standards, particularly if
applied to indirect operations, form a
reliable bench -mark upon which to develop expense factors for indirect supplies and services.

What Is a Good Measure of Departmental Activity?
The four prerequisites just cited highlight the problem of determining a
suitable means of measuring departmental activity. This measure must accurately gauge in a constant and systematic manner, the actual effort being expended not only by direct operating department but also by the indirect departments servicing them. This base must fit in with the general accounting system,
permit the use of established incentive standards, and allow for ready preparation of budgetary statements. Briefly, a good measurement base should have
the following qualifications:
I. It should accurately measure the fluctuations of all expense - affecting activity.
2. It must be substantially unaffected by
factors other than volume.
3. It must be applicable to all products, be
sensitive enough to be promptly respon-

sive to any change in productive activity, and be equally usable for gauging present and future activity.
4. It must be readily attainable and generally understood by those using the
budget.

Seven Common Activity Measures
Depending upon the specific industry and situations peculiar to particular
companies, both as to systems and as to personnel, various measures can be
used. The most popular are standard or allowed man hours, direct labor dollars,
finished product output, sales dollar volume, standard machine hours, floor
space occupied, and raw material used. There are many more measures characteristic of a particular industry. However, the selection of a measurement
base warrants considerable study and all available bases should be thoroughly
O C TO B E R , 1951
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investigated as to application in all activities and departments involved. An
analysis of the more usual activity measurement bases, taking those which have
been enumerated, could be evolved by an individual consideration of each.
If the company has time standards or any standard inventive system, the
use of earned or standard man hours affords a most generally useful measure
for gauging manufacturing activity. Since the standards form the basis upon
which wages are calculated, they are apt to be kept up to date and accurately
maintained. Basing departmental activity on the number of standard hours
earned in a given department allows a comparison of activity department -wise
and plant -wise, regardless of the products or personnel involved. In addition,
this measure is generally understood throughout the shop by foremen, supervisors, and others to whom the complications of budgetary procedures have
to be justified. Moreover, most service department activity reflects that of the
direct departments which were serviced. Therefore, by accumulating the earned
man hours of all the direct departments which any one indirect department may
service, it becomes possible to use earned man hours as a measure of both
direct and indirect departmental activity.
The use of direct labor dollars as an activity measure is prevalent because
it is one which is readily available to all companies. If there are no standards
for man hour performance, it is almost necessary to use measures involving
dollars or units of output. However, direct labor dollars as a measurement
base is subject to extraneous variations due to merit increases, inter -plant transfers, general wage trends, pay for multiple machine assignments, and fluctuations in the general purchasing power of the dollar. These factors tend, over
the long pull, to affect direct labor dollar measures so as to disguise fluctuations due to the departmental activity alone.
Finished product output is a third alternative. Certainly, there can be no
disputing that finished product output is a direct measure of overall plant
activity. However, if it is desired to measure activity in subassembly or parts
manufacturing departments, such a measure as finished output becomes cumbersome and, in the case of departments making semicompleted items, it is virtually impossible to use. In addition, since most concerns tend to stockpile banks
of parts (economic machine runs) ahead of schedule, this extra activity would
not be immediately reflected as an activity increase until the finished items were
produced. This limit of application to the measurement of over -all activity,
has relegated finished product output to a place where it is usable as a measure
principally by the chemical and processing industries.
Probably the most usual of general business activity measures is sales dollar
158
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volume. However, for detailed departmental activity measurement, the time
lag which exists between the date products are made and the date they are
sold, combined with the effects of economic price fluctuations, makes sales
dollar calculations not responsive enough and subject to too many outside
influences to be readily applicable as a sensitive activity measurement base.
Standard machine hours also have standing as an activity measure. In those
industries in which a majority of the direct departments are engaged in machining, with a minimum of assembly and service departments, a most reliable
measure of departmental activity is standard machine hours. Particularly in
jobbing shops where contact machine work is undertaken and where individual
mechanical machine use recorders tally machine hours, standard machine hours
becomes an excellent measure of both departmental and plant -wide activity.
The amount of floor space occupied by a department might, in certain applications, be an indicator of business activity. A warehouse, a cold- storage room
or a garage might conveniently use such a measure as a guide in determining
expense activity, but its general use is obviously limited.
Consumption of raw material serves as an accurate measure of the productive
activity of a department or plant, provided there is one basic and easily accountable raw material which is used in all products. Here again, the measure
is useful only in those businesses, which are essentially processing or converting in nature.
A planned investigation of each type of measurement base, developing degree
of applicability in specific instances along the lines of analyses indicated for
the seven possible measures just considered will by a process of elimination,
lead to a suitable base. The choice of a reliable, significant measuring stick
which will be immediately responsive to any changes in production volume
affecting expense is a major problem and should be given thorough consideration, since the flexible type budget can be no more accurate than the activity
base upon which the expense factors are predicted.
Importance of Capacity Determinations
Once having established a measure of productive activity, it then becomes
important to know just how much of the potential or practical capacity is being
utilized at any given activity level. It is important for both general management
purposes and for budgeting.
A knowledge of plant capacity is essential in determining the economic level
of production which should be the goal for all company -wide planning and
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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which, over the years, will pay dividends in reduced idle plant expense and
greater utilization of equipment. Budget -wise, a scientific determination of
plant capacity is most desirable if the business volume warrants the expense
of developing such a determination and if the management is sufficiently
control- conscious to appreciate its value and use it intelligently. A scientific
productive capacity determination is a refined technical tool which, if properly
developed and utilized, can be of great practical value as a bench -mark from
which the efficiency of many operating functions can be measured.
Significant reasons for developing plant capacity may be stated as follows:
In order to achieve maximum utilization
of the fixed elements of overhead expense outlay, it is necessary to know the
maximum volume of production which is
practicable. This serves as a guide to
the amount of direct labor which can
be serviced by the present overhead departments.
2. In establishing production and sales
quotas, a positive knowledge of plant
capacity provides a guide in scheduling
various unit or model production combinations, so as to achieve a better balance between productive ability and
the sales forecast.
3. A knowledge of plant capacity is essential to properly explain certain budgetary
and cost variances due to volume alone.
Improvements in budgetary performance
made by particular departments as the
budget begins to operate may, on the
surface, seem to indicate an exceptional

budget accomplishment by the supervisor involved. In actuality, however,
this budget accomplishment may only
have brought expenses down to a normal performance level no better than
that which existed in most other departments before the budget was installed.
By knowing the productive capacity of
each department, it is easy to calculate
the efficiency of any department relative
to another, in utilizing its facilities.
4. In determining expense allowances, a
knowledge of productive capacity is
necessary so that the expense high points
on the volume scales may be positively
identified. If the maximum output of a
certain department is definitely known,
expenses can be developed for that
maximum level of operation, thereby
providing the top points for expense
factors in each department.

Common Concepts of Capacity
There are many methods of determining plant capacity. However, the industrial engineering profession, in general, accepts three standard measures of
plant capacity which, over the years, have come to be part of the management
vocabulary. These measures are maximum or potential capacity, normal capacity,
and practical capacity.
Maximum capacity is that level of productivity which utilizes every equipment item to its fullest for every scheduled working hour. Some engineers
make a slight differentiation between maximum and potential capacity, but this
distinction is not universally used. Potential capacity is defined by them as a
production that would be attained if the equipment were operating three shifts
continually every day in the week. Maximum capacity is defined as being the
maximum productivity attainable on a one shift standard work week of forty
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or forty -eight hours, depending upon the particular work schedule in effect.
Both these measures are purely theoretical, and can never be achieved over any
long period of time.
Normal capacity is that level of activity which, over a long period of time,
tends to effect a balance between production and sales. It is usually determined
by striking an average of the past productive history for a decade or so or by
averaging the sales forecast for the next eighteen months or two years. It
serves as a measure of the general activity level which has been, or is expected
to be, the average or norm for the company.
Practical capacity denotes an activity level between the theoretical maximum
and the normal capacity levels. It is defined as the theoretical or potential
capacity, less allowances for unavoidable production interruptions, such as
down -time, setup time, machine maintenance, rework, and scheduling delays
not otherwise provided for in the piece rates standards. Practical capacity is an
acid measure, since its achievement is possible only when all production and
service functions are being performed effectively.

Normal Capacity and Practical Capacity Are Each Useful
For budgetary control and controllership purposes, both normal and practical
capacities are important. Normal capacity is significant as a guide to facilitate
management planning, since it represents the operating level based on the sales
forecast and consequently is used for all financial, personnel, and production
planning. In addition, normal capacity is important in costing, because parts
passing through the cost center pick up burden charges at that level. Therefore,
normal capacity is usually considered to the 100 per cent capacity level in
establishing departmental overhead rates.
In order to be properly workable a budget should be predicated on normal
capacity, rather than on practical capacity, so that expense factors may be established for any anticipated volume level above and below normal. It should
be realized that, if normal capacity is denoted as the 100 per cent operations
level, then practical capacity might well be 160 per cent or 170 per cent in
terms of normal capacity. As a matter of good business, production schedules
are reviewed at least annually, so that, in effect, the normal capacity operating
level is frequently examined and easily understood by all concerned with the
budget.
Of even greater importance to the controller or budget director, is the determination of practical capacity. As mentioned earlier, practical capacity should
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form the basis of eventual planning, so as to achieve greater utilization of
physical plant. Without such a scientific determination, the controller or budget
director has no tangible means of determining just how much more output
could be expected in any given department.
It is likewise the case that a scientific capacity determination furnishes the
financial man with accurate data upon which intelligent discussions can be
carried on with production supervisory personnel concerning departmental cost
and budgetary performance. In addition, a practical capacity determination
gives some indication to the controller of the efficiency of a producing department in properly planning and utilizing its productive equipment. For example,
it may be assumed that the capacity determination indicates that the present
schedule is not utilizing all of the available capacity in various types of machine
tools in a particular department. In the light of this knowledge, any requests
for overtime or plans to initiate second or third shift operations involving
work performed on these types of machine tools, can be more carefully evaluated to insure the justification of such overtime or additional shift operations.
Steps in Determination of Practical Capacity
The determination of practical plan capacity can be effected in various ways.
It is possible to simply interrogate foremen and supervisory personnel as to
their opinions of the total output possible in their departments. Such a determination is obviously subject to considerable inaccuracy, since the foreman or
supervisor may have formed such a habit pattern of departmental operation
that he is not aware of the actual productive possibilities of his equipment. A
more scientific and formal means of determining practical plant capacity might
be to engage the services of the time study and methods engineering department
to rpake a study of the available departmental productive capacity. However,
since this study is to be used by the controller or budget director, it is not
always possible for the standards or methods people to devote the time required
to make such a study and still carry on their routine rate maintenance and
methods investigation.
If the controller or budget director has a sufficiently large staff, it would
be more advantageous to develop the capacity determination under his own
supervision. This is all the more true, since the controller has access to company records and proposed plans not available to lesser departmental responsibilities.
For example, in one installation it was found that certain lathes had been
fitted with special fixtures to produce a special order. After this order was
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completed, these machine tools were never reconverted for ordinary usage.
Several months later, there was need for additional lathe capacity. However,
because these specially fitted tools had not been used in some time, the foreman
did not consider them in his planning. The standards department staff realized
the equipment was available but thought there was a possibility of a re -order
which would require these lathes to retain their special fittings. The controller,
knowing the sales plans of the company, realized that this type of special order
would not again be accepted because of the low profit margin involved, and
hence was able to advise the production foreman that this equipment should
be reconverted and used, thereby eliminating the need for overtime.
If the accounting staff is to make the capacity determination, a procedure
is needed. Itemized below is a detailed description of how an accurate practical
capacity determination can be developed:
I. Establish the working shift schedule —
The normal work week shift, schedule
for department and for total plant to
be used for the capacity determination
should be definitely settled upon. If
overtime in certain departments is so
frequent as to be the usual thing, the
shift schedule should include the overtime hours.
2. Tabulate all productive equipment —
The capital equipment records should
first be obtained and a tabulation made
of all equipment in the productive departments.
3. Delete all service equipment from the
tabulation—An engineer from the fooling or manufacturing organization should
then be consulted to determine which
equipment items are directly productive
and which are used for service functions.
For example, in the milling department,
a large milling machine would probably
be used exclusively on production work.
However, a small hand miller may be
used for special repair or jig work not
done by service departments. Tool bit
grinders are typical equipment items
which are found in most productive departments but over which work is rarely,
if ever, scheduled.
4. Check the equipment list for accuracy
—A complete physical check of each
machine location by department, machine description, and tooling should be
made to insure the accuracy and timeliness of the plant equipment records.
5. Set up an inter- changeable machine
test classification system—Some variety
of machine tool classification system
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should be devised with the methods or
tooling engineer, so that interchangeable production machines of similar size
and capacity may be grouped together
for measurement as a single unit. Although the development of such a code
system seems involved, it can be very
simply done by using standard machine
codings of the National Machine Tool
Builders Association.
6. Determine

proper allowances for
down -time and set -up—Realizing that,

by definition, the practical capacity of
a machine is not just the full shift time
that the machine is available but rather
the shift time, less allowances for set -up,
down -time, maintenance, etc., it becomes necessary to develop factors for
these machine delays. This can be accomplished by securing a list of all
standard parts worked on and operations performed in the various producing departments.
Consultation with foremen or methods
personnel will provide estimates of the
down -time and set -up requirements for
each part and operation. If the timekeeping procedure is so constituted that
the operator must punch on and off at
the beginning and end of each machine
run, it is possible to secure an accurate
down -time estimate by analysis of the
amount of down -time in comparison to
machine running time.
7. Allow for the increase in production
resulting from incentives —If an incentive system is in effect, it is necessary
to take into account the fact that, although the time standards may indicate
a standard machine time required for
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production, the operator may be able,
as a result of incentive, to produce more
than standard in the allotted time. It is,
therefore, necessary to take this factor
into account in determining productive
capacity. This is accomplished by determining for at least a one -year period
the average incentive response in each
department working on incentive, and

developing an average departmental per
cent factor indicating the amount by
which production has exceeded standard.
8. Tabulate all these factors into the
finished determination—Steps I through
7 have furnished all the information
necessary to complete the practical
capacity determination. Procedure for
this is now to be described.

The Final Answer On Punched Cards
Because there may be a large volume of data involved, particularly if the
plant has a large equipment inventory, this capacity determination is readily
adaptable to tabulation by punched cards method. To facilitate explanation, a
page from a tabulated run of a practical capacity determination is provided
for illustration (Exhibit 1 ) .
Column 1 is for a listing of every producing department. It is blank on
Exhibit 1 as the entire sheet is taken from the gear cutting grinding department as interpreted at the top. Column 2 lists each successive machine group
within each department. Column 3 gives company serial numbers of the production equipment of the particular machine code in the particular department.
These columns supply the identifying information.
The next group of columns is devoted to time data. Column 4 shows the
standard shift working schedule which each item of equipment is normally
scheduled to work (forty hour week). Columns 5 and 6 lists, respectively, the
time allowances for machine setup and down time against each machine for the
full shift schedule. Column 7 shows the percentage of working time, out of
the total shift time available, that the machine is actually usable for production.
In Column 8 is given the average effect of incentive on the output of each
machine group in each department, expressed in per cent of standard. The
result of these columns is Column 9 entitled, Available Machine Hour Capacity
Per Work Week, which lists the net machine hours available after allowances
for down -time and setup and after consideration of the effect of incentives. It is
obtained by subtracting Columns 5 and 6 from Column 4 and multiplying
the result by Column 8.
The totals at the end of each machine group in Column 9 represent the
practical productive capacity in terms of machine hours of each machine group
within the department. (In the illustration these subtotals are identified by
small = signs after each total.) The practical capacity of each department
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in the same terms is obtained by adding the individual machine group capacities.
The total practical plant capacity in machine hours is the sum of the departmental capacities.
Having determined these capacities in machine hours, it is then desirable
to further refine this determination by expressing capacity in terms of finished
units of output instead of machine hours. The conversion is accomplished
through use of the succeeding columns on Exhibit 1. Columns 10 and 11
show, respectively, the part numbers and individual operation numbers which
are performed on every part for all major company products. These parts are
listed against the proper machine groups in the particular departments in which
these operations are performed. Columns 12 and 13 list, in the illustration,
the two principal finished products of the company (data hypothetical) showing the standard machine hours required to make each part and operation comprising the completed items. (Columns 14 and 15 show the man hours for the
same parts and operations. This is done to facilitate manpower planning and
does not enter into the capacity determination as such). The last two columns,
i.e., Columns 16 and 17, show the machine and man hours itemized in Columns
12 to 15, extended for a particular production schedule.
It is to Column 16 that attention is directed. This column, entitled "Required
Machine Hours Schedule Per Work Week Including 5% Scrap Allowance ",
shows the required capacity for the given production schedule by machine
group within each department and for the department and total plant. By
comparing Columns 9 and 16, the number of machine hours required to make a
given schedule and the number of machine hours available to meet that
schedule, may be immediately related. The total capacity of a department or of
a plant is determined by extending the basic machine and man hours by various
schedules until a specific "bottle neck" is observed in any one machine group.
For example, in the illustration, Machine Group 701 in Department 50 shows
an available capacity of 145.5 machine hours for Fellows #7 2 size gear shapers.
However, the particular schedule used in the tabulation shows related required
capacity of 183.6 machine hours. This indicates that overtime would be allowable in this department in order to meet the schedule. If some of the operations scheduled on the # 7 2 Fellows can be performed on the # 7 5 Fellows,
over which there are no operations scheduled, the production quotas could be
met without incurring overtime.
An impressive case can be made for various supplementary uses of the data
presented in Exhibit 1. Additional information is made available in directions
indicated by the following enumeration:
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

The productive capacity available for
making any model combination may be
readily ascertained by department or
by group of machines.
"Bottle Necks" in departments and machine tool groups are brought to light.
The "idle machine percentage" or utilization of productive equipment in terms
of plant, department, machine group or
individual machines is immediately
available.
A guide is provided as to which equipment types are in excess and which
equipment types are in a shortage as
far as productive capacity is concerned.
A complete summarization of all shop
productive equipment is shown, giving
the location, company number, description, size, and the department responsible for its operation.
The direct man hours required to produce any existing model or any present

7.

8.

9.

10.

or proposed schedule of models or
model combination, is shown.
An allowance which can be subtracted
from available machine hours to allow
for down -fime, setup, rework, rest
periods, machine repair, and machine
maintenance (by total plant, department, machine group or individual machine) for any work schedule, is indicated.
The effect incentive performance has
on productivity by plant, department,
and machine groups is also shown.
A complete list of each part and operation number is provided, showing fhe
departments in which and the machines
over which these operations must be
scheduled.
A guide is furnished as to which departments, and for which parts and
operations, there is likely to be a need
for overtime in order to meet schedule.

Conclusion
The step which follows plant capacity determination and activity base selection is development of factors by means of which budget amounts for each
expense item are arrived at for operating levels from 60 per cent to 140 per
cent of normal activity, the exact spread depending upon the particular volume
fluctuation patterns of the business. It is this determination of budgeted overhead expenses for each of several operating levels, as opposed to budgeting for
a single or fixed level of operations, which characterizes a variable or flexible
budget and sets it apart from the fixed type budget.
However, it has been the purpose of this paper to discuss methods underlying preparation of flexible budgets rather than flexible budgeting itself. Specific
emphasis has been placed on means of selecting suitable measures for gauging
business activity and productive capacity. Particular company characteristics will
alter budgetary requirements, but the basic principles remain the same and can
be adapted to meet specific needs.
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SUM AND SUBSTANCE
A FLEXIBLE MA N UF A C TUR I N G BUDGET is
one so designed that it can be used as a
standard in comparing the operations at any
level. If well - planned and controlled, it
is one of today's most important management aids. Only the flexible budget with
its utilization of a ll the elements of ma nu facturing costs, can correctly indicate plant
efficiency at any operating level. Moreover,
the budget must be flexible to provide for
the changing conditions that develop from
day to day. Regardless of size, any organization should have a well - formulated and
coordinated plan of sales and production, as
the bu dget must revolve arou nd some plan
or base.

After the budget has been carefully prepared and approved by top management,
the responsibility of meeting the budget requirements must be delegated to those with
the proper authority to see that these requirements are carried out. Responsibility
and authority mu st go hand in hand, since
no one can be held responsible for any
operating function unless he has been given
the necessary authority to control such function.
A comprehensive manufacturing budget
must have several subsidiary budgets, such
as materials, production labor and expense.
There should also be departmental or cost
center budgets. Not only must the budget
be prepared in dollars, but it is needed in
units of mea su rement a s well. These units
may be man hours, machine hours, pounds,
etc. The unit selected is generally referred to
as the "factor of variability ", rising and falling in direct relationship to the operating
level. Variances resulting from such unit
budgets are true variances and are readily
analyzed, whereas variances resulting from
dollar budgets are composed of two elements, one caused by the constant changing of commodity and labor prices a nd the
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other part caused by quantity changes.
Preparation of the flexible budget should
be based on facts that have been thoroughly
analyzed and found to be correct. These
facts must be drawn from production records, cost, purchasing and all the other
phases of the business. Expenses must be
segregated between fixed, semivariable and
variable. Standards for every level of activity should be developed.
A well - developed plan of budgetary control provides a prime source of information for cost reduction and production
scheduling. In it management will have a
most valuable working tool to pla n for the
production filled days to come.
DAVID C. GRANT, Southern Maine

THINGS OR TIM E —NOT DOLLARS
TH E M A J O R I TY OF F O R E M E N and superintendents are accustomed to thinking in
terms of physical units, not dollars. This
inclination comes from their formal education as engineers or was acquired as they
worked their way up in the plant. Cost
control information, if it is actually to
assist in the control of costs, must be accepted and used by foremen and superintendents. The accountant does not control
costs. All he can do is provide information.
Since this is the case, why not supply information which will find a ready acceptance? Reporting or material usage in units
of measu re, such a s pou nds or tons, and of
labor costs in man hours, is the answer.
Additional information in the form of
usage per unit of production further increases the value of the data. Such information will be employed by the foreman
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and superintendent in preference to material
and labor costs expressed in dollars. The
cost control is just as accurate, and wha t is
more important, control is obtained because
the data is used.
Use of physical units for control reporting speeds up the issuance of reports. Such
units avoid the weakness of amou nts stated
in dollars. With the rapidly changing
value of the dollar, any standard expressed
in dollars is of necessity a constantly changing standard. A standard expressed unit
physical measure does not change.
Use of physical units for day -to -day control reporting and for weekly control reporting can be tied in with monthly reports
in dollar amounts, thus giving a measure
of the relative importance of the materials being used.
ROBERT W. ARENTSON, Erie
WALK —DON'T RUN
W H E N A BUSINESS DECIDES to put a
budget into effect, it a dapts a tool that requires careful analysis as to results. For example, let us consider a well - established
small manufacturing concern, with the majority of supervisory personnel seasoned employees. Prior to adopting a budget, not
much consideration was given to expense
items of a controllable nature. The expenses were accepted as part of operations,
with the assumption that they were kept
at a minimum. All supervisors were considered very capable. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a good job was already
being done. Moreover, a bonus plan for
supervisors had been in effect for a number
of years.
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The sun continu ed to rise in the east and
set in the west. Then came a day when
once more the sun rose in the east, but,
before it had set in the west, a manufacturing expense budget had been put into
effect. Meetings, discussions, estimations,
revisions, took place and finally a budget
was born. Each expense account had an
allowance called a "budget amount ". Supervisors were told that this was the goal.
Actual expense should not exceed budget
allowance. Men who had not given much
thought to budgeting before now could
think of nothing else.
However, there is more to the story. The
supervisor of maintenance, from experience,
had determined the number of operational
hours tha t a machine could run before requiring maintenance. Now he discovered
that machines could continue to operate a
greater number of hours before attention
had to be given them. The supervisor of
tinning had been using expensive oil in
the tinning process. Now he discovered the
budget did not allow quite as much oil.
Therefore, he reduced oil consumption in
his department and items tinned as before.
Other supervisors experienced similar happenings. Added together they amounted to
a large budget savings.
Some time passed before a pessimist appeared on the scene. He reported that the
life of ma chines wa s being cut and that the
quality of products was down. His suggestions that more maintenance be allowed
for machines and product quality be restored were taken up. Slowly but surely he
tore apart the savings in still other ways.
The final result was still a saving, but only
a fra ction of wha t had been indica ted. T he
important thing is that there definitely was
a saving. The moral is that, generally speaking, a budget producing sma ller savings is,
in the long run, the safer.
J. L. SCHUFMAN, Twin Cities
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How Much Do Indirect Expenses Vary?
NELSON J. BOWNE

and

Works Controller

B. BURT TITUS
Auditor

The De Laval Separator Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

There i t appeal in the concrete nature of this care study of the budgeting of indirect expenses for an ensuing period on the basis of variabil.
ity characteristics within an assumed range of likely change in the
volume of operations. The authors relate concepts underlying the procedures narrated, to N. A. C. A. Series 16, "The Variation of Costs
With Volume." The title question is given a specific answer, in line
with the case studied.

posing the question, "How Much Do
IIndirect Expenses Vary ? ", is in theofinterest
of the current emphasis on preT IS PRESUMED T H AT T H E PU RPOSE

determined profits, and that the question may be considered to bring before
the reader one phase of the so- called cost - volume -profit and the marginal balance theories of analyses which have been the subject of considerable study in
recent years.
Factors A$ecfing Expense Variabilify
The extent of variability of indirect expenses is influenced by many factors,
some which always apply and others which reflect policies that may vary between two companies doing identical jobs. The type of industry is one factor
which affects the degree of variability of indirect expenses. The essentially
hand -work needle trades would have fewer fixed costs than the mechanized
printing trade. The type of operation within an industry is another factor. If
two companies make calculators but one merely assembles purchased parts and
the other manufactures its own parts, the latter will have higher fixed expenses.
The type of key personnel and its preferences will have an influence on where
the fixed expenses fall. Companies headed by personnel with selling backgrounds might fix the expenses of a human relations program at a higher level
than those directed by men trained in accounting or engineering.
Still another important factor, as pointed out in N. A. C. A. Research Series
No. 16, published in June, 1949, is volume of operations. Any study of indirect cost variation principles, whether a general presentation or a case study,
must be predicated on a definite volume range recognizing that, as set forth in
Research Series No. 16, "fixed costs are fixed only within a limited range of
volume fluctuation . . ., are based upon the expectation that prices of cost
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(and) relate to the plant and equipment
factors will remain unchanged,
...
available and to the organization, methods, and policies which have been
established."
The Study and the Company
The present paper is a case study, a presentation of our problem and our
plan for budgeting and reporting indirect manufacturing expense. It is also
an expression of opinion based upon assumed conditions relating to the future.
These assumptions render the case hypothetical in a measure but the procedures
are those we actually use.
Possibly the reporting of indirect expense might not be considered pertinent
to the title question, "How Much Do Indirect Expenses Vary ? ". Nevertheless,
it does have relevance to it. Department managers, even though they are
schooled in the effective operation of their respective responsibilities, are very
unlikely to commence adjusting costs in relation to volume changes as promptly
as possible or as promptly as desirable. Expenses variable only by such managerial action are, in part, made so through the reporting done. We feel it necessary to report at least monthly to the individual with whom many indirect
costs originate, the fellow who actually controls the issuance of requisitions, his
expenditures for those items under his control. The department manager in our
organization originates requisitions for supplies, for maintenance, for additions
to his payroll and for innumerable special purchases which end up as an expense.
A brief background of our company is pertinent in understanding our approach to the problem of variability of indirect expenses in the form in which
it presents itself to us. The scope of our job at the Poughkeepsie Plant of The
De Laval Separator Company covers manufacturing and this discussion will be
limited to manufacturing operations. Selling and top administrative functions
are carried on elsewhere. Our operating organization consists of 1,100 people.
Our volume is about double the prewar average and one -half the wartime peak.
Products are farm and creamery milk separators, milking machines, a line of
separators and purifiers for a wide range of liquids, chiefly oils, and a comparatively small volume of other precision equipment items.
We use flexible budgets and a modified standard cost plan which is based on
the Dyer wage incentive standards. The Dyer "unit" or as we choose to call
it, the "standard minute ", is basically the Bedeau "B ", but the entire plan is
less elaborate and involved than the Bedeau plan. The Dyer standard minute
gives an excellent common denominator as a measure of all of our direct and
some of our indirect operation activities.
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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Problem: A Budget for the New Year's Indirect Expenses
Currently, about three- quarters of our business is transacted with the farm
and dairy industry, the remainder with diversified manufacturing and processing organizations. Despite too much government aid, farm income is going
down and oleomargine consumption is going up. We are faced with the need
for a large share of the available business or a new product. The first of these
requirements is a problem for the advertising and sales departments, the second for the development and engineering. We are concerning ourselves with
neither of these activities in this paper. For the purpose of this discussion, we
are going to assume that we are preparing our 1952 budget of indirect expenses and that the volume of our farm and dairy business for 1952 is going
to be seventy -five per cent of the present level. Our oil purifier, industrial
machine, and precision equipment volume is expected to hold. This will net
an overall 1952 volume of eighty per cent of 1951. These facts are assumed
only as helpful hypothesis for case study purposes. It must not be assumed they
reflect the company situation.
We are further assuming that our long -run record of operating efficiency is
satisfactory. If it were not and the company were still to have a reasonably
successful financial history over a relatively long period, it would have to enjoy
either a monopoly or certain inherent or natural advantages over its competitors. We do not consider ourselves in either of these latter classes. Therefore,
the assumption must be that the historical relationships of indirect to direct
expense has been reasonably satisfactory. Finally, we assume that cost elements
other than volume, viz, prices, labor, efficiency, and methods, will remain substantially constant.
Our first step in the preparation of expense budgets which will properly
reflect actual reductions possible during 1952 to offset the twenty per cent drop
in production volume, is to find out how much of our expense is fixed and
how much is variable. This, in turn, requires an analysis of all expense items
by department to determine which ones are totally fixed, which are absolutely
variable, and which are semivariable. The fixed portion of the semivariable
expenses becomes a part of the total fixed expense.
The totally fixed items warrant little attention, since they offer no opportunity for reduction. As the strictly variable items will fluctuate with volume
with only a minimum amount of managerial effort, they too present no great
problem. The semivariable items form the hard core of the problem. They
are the expenses which require drive to bring about reductions. Each must be
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considered separately to determine in what proportion it will be variable with
volume.
What Fixed and Variable Indirect Expenses Amount To
Let us consider very briefly the expenses which are totally fixed. Here we
have the salaries of executives, foremen, power plant employees, and watchmen. There are real estate taxes, depreciation, and insurance. Included also
are outside auditing, legal services, and consulting engineers. Finally, there are

EXHIBIT 1

such items as donations, travel expense, obsolete products, and welfare. While
some of these latter can be changed, there is no direct relationship with volume. For instance, our welfare plan includes, among other things, the issuing
of a magazine bi- monthly and the sponsoring of employee teams in industrial
sports leagues. If the program is to be continued, the cost is fixed. If the program is eliminated, the entire cost is eliminated. The only chance for variability
would be to issue the magazine less frequently or to sponsor baseball but drop
basketball. These possibilities do not seem practical. As another example, the
company could reduce travel expenses by not sending representatives to various
OC T O B E R , 1 9 5 1
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meetings and conferences. However, the company will probaly want its key personnel to maintain contact with latest developments in all activities and such
affairs will still be attended. Community obligations and responsibilities may
make it advisable to continue donations at the same level.
In short, managerial policy dictates that these costs are fixed under the hypothetical conditions we have assumed. The sum of all these totally fixed expenses
amounted to about twenty -seven per cent of all expenses last year. How variable are indirect expenses? To begin with, twenty -seven per cent of them are
not variable at all.
At the other extreme are the absolutely variable expenses. They are not very
numerous, but they amount to considerable money. They include perishable
small tools, maintenance of machinery and tools, most supplies, transportation,
and the indirect labor for inspecting, trucking, receiving, storing, cleaning machinery, re -work, and overtime premium. Management has a right to expect
these costs to come down with volume. As production changes, the need for
or use of these items changes. Tools wear out and become dull through use.
If fewer parts are made, fewer parts have to be moved and stored. Exhibit 1
is a chart illustrative of these beliefs. The figures shown are representative,
although not identical with company figures. In particular the variability indication is true. The dots above and below the line represent dispersion of annual figures. We note on our charts the year that each point represents, so
that any point markedly out of line can be analyzed.
The total of this group —the absolutely variable expenses under our hypothetical assumptions —was about thirty-five per cent of all our expenses last
year. How variable are indirect expenses? Based on last year's operations, we
have now established that twenty-seven per cent are totally fixed and thirty -five
per cent are absolutely variable under our assumed conditions.
The Challenging List of Semivariables
That leaves all other expenses, or about thirty -eight per cent of last year's
total expense, as semivariable. In this group would be the salaries of such personnel as assistant foremen, supervisors, accountants, buyers, product engineers,
typists, clerks and janitors. There are also the various employee insurances,
taxes, welfare, and pension plans which, of necessity, cannot be any more variable than total payroll. Even vacation and holiday pay of producers will not
vary with production because the amount of vacation depends upon length of
service and twenty per cent reduction in direct workers would affect those with
the least service. Maintenance of buildings and grounds is only semivariable
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because such items as painting are influenced more by time than by use. Purchased power because of necessary lighting, gas because of the need for bringing furnaces to the proper heat regardless of the quantities to be heated, water
because of its use for drinking, washing, flushing, etc., telephone and telegraph
services because of equipment charges, office machine rental because of no possible savings from two hours idle time daily, coal and fuel oil because of heating requirements, some supplies, patterns, and trade association dues —all these
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EXHIBIT 2

Perhaps another term, such as partly variable, would be preferable because
semi" means half and the variable portion varies in each case. In fact, our
problem now is to determine for each of the items in this group separately what
portion is fixed and the degree of variability.
Measuring Degree of Variability — Historical Method
Techniques used to measure this fixed amount and the degree of variability
are of two natures, historical and analytical. With the former, the familiar
scatter chart is drawn but, first of all, previous figures must be adjusted to pres0 0 '-OBER, 1931
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ent conditions. For instance, if the item being charted is a labor item and there
have been labor rate changes during the period, all figures have to be adjusted
to the present level before being plotted. Should the account be one that is
part labor and part supply or other charge, such as maintenance of buildings,
it must be determined how much is labor and that portion of the total must be
adjusted. Then add back the material cost and plot the points. It is best to
chart supply items by using physical units instead of dollar values and converting the data into dollars at the present price level after the variable line has
been drawn.
Exhibit 2, covering coal usage, illustrates a semivariable expense, one for
which we have used this technique of plotting in units rather than dollars.
Incidentally, the same chart is illustrative of another refinement sometimes necessary. Certain expenses are markedly different in one season of the year than
another. Where this is so, it is best to draw a separate chart for each season
and come up with two budget allowances. Our example is coal and represents
tons used during the seven so- called winter months.
If there have been changes in organizational setup (and generally in periods
of marked volume fluctuation there are), it is important to adjust for these
before plotting the charts. For example, our order department had been a section of our production control department. Unadjusted figures would show
that the expense of production control took a queer course at the time of the
change. By eliminating the order section from the old figures, a true picture
of production control as it is now set up, is obtained.
One big advantage of the historical base for depicting variability is that it
gives an irrefutable answer. The business was actually operated for so much
expense. Maybe there were not some of the frills we now have. Maybe we had
working leaders instead of supervisors. Maybe we got seven and a half hours
work for eight hours pay instead of five or six. However, the results were
achieved. If management decides that conditions then were satisfactory, they
should be able to be duplicated.
However, this line of thought leads us right into weaknesses of the historical
method. If some one department or some one item was consistently inefficient
in the past, any standard based on the past will be loose. Even though the
profit picture was satisfactory, the full amount of savings possible was not
realized. For example, if a supervisory incentive plan is tied in with budgets
based on history alone, the foremen who were most efficient in the past are
penalized and those who were inefficient are favored. Perhaps services are still
being carried on or reports made that no longer have a useful purpose. It is so
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easy to continue something just because it has always been done. There was
a recent case of a shipping report we continued to make, even though the information was duplicated in slightly different form in a new report. But the old
report went to a different persons. He was accustomed to getting it and we
were accustomed to making it. After some months of this, we woke up and
eliminated the duplication. This inefficiency was easy to spot since it was within
one department. How much is there that is not spotted because it involves
different departments? History will never tell us. A budget allowance based on
history will continue an unwarranted expense. Also, perhaps management does
not want to duplicate past conditions. Possibly services are now being performed which were not rendered previously. Although history indicates that
the expense could be curtailed or eliminated, management knows that savings
effected elsewhere due to the function of the new service more than offset the
cost of the service. Perhaps personnel department cost his increased but, as a
result, absenteeism and labor turnover have decreased. Maybe an added supervisor has decreased scrap and re -work expense more than his salary. Or it
could be that a new budget department has resulted in greater all around
efficiency. It would be foolish in such instances to "cut back" to previous
conditions.
Variability Classifications Under the Analytical Method
It is because of situations like these that an analytical approach is of value.
This method requires an industrial engineering division to study each function
and to determine whether or not it is necessary, the most efficient way of doing
it, and the proper cost of doing it at various production levels. We use this
approach extensively for indirect labor in the direct departments and have made
a start on labor in service departments. Labor in other indirect departments is
considered less scientifically, but at least the problem is recognized.
The works manager, the works controller and his assistant, and the auditor,
who also acts as budget director, get together and analyze and agree upon the
degree of variability in each department. Definite limitations are placed upon
the use of this determination so that the conclusions are considered valid only
so long as the production level is within a given range. Hence, the way is left
clear for revision if the volume change is great enough to warrant more drastic
action. All departments are placed in one of three classifications: no variability,
twenty -five per cent variability or fifty per cent variability.
In the no variability group, we include the executive offices, hospital and
OCTOBER, 1931
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safety, power plant, and watchmen. Hospital and safety expense is fixed with
us because it is such a small department that it cannot be reduced without being
eliminated. It must be stressed that we consider the others fixed items within a
range. If the drop exceeds the limit, reductions will be made through reorganization. The items will then again be fixed, at a lower figure within another
range. The opposite condition is also true. Production cannot increase indefinitely without some increase in executive staff. The point to emphasize is that
no item is entirely fixed apart from circumstances.
In this connection, there is brought to mind a discussion with the head of
our watchmen a couple of years back. We were experiencing a rather drastic
curtailment after the immediate postwar boom and were suggesting that the
number of watchmen could be reduced. The actual wartime excess had already
been weeded out. We were told it was impossible. There was so much area to
be covered, insurance requirements demanded so much protection, etc. No
variability was conceded. Several months later, we had twenty-five per cent
fewer watchmen. Managerial pressure had forced the foreman to revise his
scheduling on a more efficient basis. No item is 100 per cent fixed regardless
of circumstances. However, as we are set up now and under our assumed conditions for this problem, a twenty per cent drop in volume will not result in
any change in these items.
In the twenty-five per cent variability group, we have placed accounting,
planning, personnel, industrial engineering, sanitation, restaurant, and allied
functions. The twenty per cent drop in production will be accompanied by
only a five per cent drop in the expenses of these departments. Again, our
assumed conditions must be borne in mind. We are trying to determine how
variable indirect expenses will be if we have a twenty per cent drop in volume
which is not expected to be of a permanent nature. Hence, we do not want to
go overboard in the direction of destroying our organization. If the change
were to be of a long duration, the twenty-five per cent variability items would
have to come very much closer to one hundred per cent variability.
In the final group, i.e., fifty per cent variability, we include purchasing, timekeeping, payroll, tabulating, stock records, drafting and salvaging. While some
of these may sound strictly variable, they do not work out that way. Purchasing may buy less but the decrease will be in quantities ordered rather than number of orders. A timekeeper may be able to handle more producers but, if they
are in scattered locations, it becomes impossible. Movement of parts may be in
smaller lots but the number of different parts for which records are maintained
will not change.
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EXHIBIT 3

The Answer to the Question
Now we are ready to make our final calculations to determine how variable
our indirect expenses really are. We know that twenty -seven per cent have no
variability and that thirty-five per cent are absolutely variable. By breaking
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down the semivariable expenses to their fixed and variable elements in accordance with the findings of our historical charts and engineering analyses, we
arrive at total fixed and total variable. This breakdown has to be made by item
and by department. Based on last year's expense again, in our case, we conclude that the semivariable items alone represented fifty -nine per cent fixed
costs and forty -one per cent variable costs. Overall, therefore, forty -nine per
cent of total expense was fixed and fifty-one per cent variable. The answer to
our hypothetical problem of how much we can reduce indirect expenses if volume should drop twenty per cent, for one year only, is that we can reduce
them ten per cent.
Expense Reporting Procedure
The principle that there are fixed and variable elements in a wide range of
expense items, is recognized on our monthly budget statements. The form used
shows the department head how much fixed allowance he is given regardless of
volume, plus the allowance that varies with volume. Exhibit 3 is an example
of our form. The figures are fictitious but illustrate the point involved. The
same form is used for all departments although the expense itemization is not
the same in each.
Objective: Better Budgeting
Although, in this article, we have made use of a specific problem in a specific
set of circumstances, the principles involved can be used in determining the
variability of indirect expenses in any company of any size under any given
conditions. That this is so is the point of, not only such formal studies as
N. A. C. A. Research Series No. r6 referred to earlier, but also of less formal
studies, of which this is one. These less formal studies, being narratives of
application, have a particularly important place in the dissemination of effective
practices in any field. Budgeting is a field with which many have a deceptive
sense of familiarity. It is an area for much practical progress. If this paper
provides a stimulus, it will have served its purpose.
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Giving Budgeting Appeal for the Foreman
by COLIN PARK
Assistant Professor of Accounting, The University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

In the opinion of the author, the success of budgeting is, in no small
degree, dependent upon psychological factors. He is concerned that
budget installations not be made to appear edicts of executives and
experts or dragnets for substandard performance. Approaches through
which budgeting stands revealed as cooperative planning and action
are here described.

harmonized financial budgets may
appear to be a logical way to express advance planning of entire business
operations, they are not as likely to be so regarded by others in the organization, at least not initially. It is natural to distrust that with which one is not
familiar. Lack of understanding of the objectives of a budget plan can, if unchecked, lead to suspicion of it, and to its rejection. Obviously, in order to
get the program off on the right foot, it is imperative for top management to
tell those who are to have a part in its operation what it is all about. Very
soon after such advance promotion, work should start on budget preparation
so that the fullest possible benefit of the explanatory groundwork may be
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utilized.
The best way to cope with the psychological problems of budgetary control
is to do all those things which should prevent their existing in the first place.
However, problems are bound to arise. This paper is devoted to consideration
of some of the reasons why they exist and what to do about them.
Avoiding Hostile Reactions to the Budget Plan
How the accountant responsible for assembling and coordinating budget data
acts is a reflection of his philosophy of the function of an executive. He must
realize that the essence of the executive function is the conceiving of broad
policies and letting other people attend to the details of execution. If the
executive tries to police every detail rather than to let department heads carry
out their implied powers to the fullest degree, he can nullify their willingness
and ability to collaborate in the plan.
Generally, the prime reason for hostility to budgets which are already under
way, lies in a tendency in reporting budgeted performance to show, and even to
emphasize disproportionately, what is wrong, without pointing out why variances occurred. Without going into every item in a comparison of forecast
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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and actual operating results, it should be feasible for the budget reporter to
note first where actual performance has been significantly better than estimates
and then to mention what has fallen short of expectations. Analysis of the
latter should be cautious, inasmuch as, even when the causations of these seem
clear, the actual origin of such overages may well be factors not evident to the
financial analyst. Things are not always what they seem!
Certainly department heads should not be held accountable for machine
down -time, unavoidable re -runs, and faulty material unless normal allowance
for these are made in departmental budgets and costs exceeding those normally
expected have occurred.
The standards of performance woven into the budget fabric should provide
for accomplishment of reasonable objectives. If budgets were to be based on
standards of maximum possible efficiency at full production, it is likely that
actual costs could never approximate budgeted goals. Instead, forecasts of production costs should be based on past performance and anticipated improvements on past performance, estimation of the attainable volume of production
in the forthcoming budget period, and should be tempered by consideration of
standard costs which have been developed by production engineering and other
research.
The budget director should never preclude the possibility of achieving, sometime in the near or distant future, those standards of production efficiency which
engineering analysis shows to be possible under ideal conditions. Meanwhile,
an element of encouragement toward eventual goals can be injected prudently
into the estimates. To disregard such a reasonable approach would be to invite
the budget- user's hostility.
A Place for Patience
It is only natural that those who initiate a budget scheme are eager to develop
the plan as quickly as possible. However, a harmonized budget program must
not evolve at a pace faster than the ability of members of the organization to
learn its uses, will allow. Some companies have attempted to encourage budget
development by offering bonuses or prizes to foremen for "making the budget ".
Since budgets are based on estimates, the practice of offering such incentives is
patiently unsound. Regardless of the validity of source financial and operating
data from which budget estimates are prepared, human judgment is a decisive
factor in the setting of "final" figures —and the future is always uncertain.
Therefore, all department heads never could be on an equal footing in respect
to planned levels of attainment.
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Budgets are not the only measure of performance. Capable foremen sense
whether or not they are doing an efficient job of running their departments. It
is possible for a less - deserving foreman to be rewarded for achievement of forecast operating performance and for others who are more capable to fail to
reach the desired goals. The budget accountant's task, of course, is to improve
continually the technique of his analysis and presentation of operating facts
and figures so that these more nearly approximate actual physical operations.
"Explanation Teamwork"
While respecting the capacity of supervisors to utilize budget reports, especially when they have had a part in the preparation of forecasts, it would be
ineffectual to expect their unaided implementation of the reports. The time,
effort, and cost involved in laying budget foundations should be capitalized by
effective teamwork within a business organization to obtain explanations of
variances so that corrective action can be taken. There are bound to be many
factors affecting operations which are beyond the immediate control of a department supervisor. Investigation of these factors should be made by each of
the specialists who can offer a valuable contribution to the analysis. The separate opinions of the accountant, the production engineer, the foreman, and
others should be pooled to obtain a combined solution of the operating variances revealed in budget comparisons.
When budget planners make "explanation teamwork" an essential adjunct
to the plan itself, budgets revert to their appropriate use of a working tool. As
a result, their mere existence as observable reports is properly subordinate to
their dynamic use as implements to manage operations. The department supervisor who knows that he can call on others to help him make his part of the
program a success, and does so, is hardly in a position to feel that budgets are
something imposed upon him by higher management.
Investigations —On Whose Initiative?
Whenever possible, department heads should be encouraged to originate
requests for increased budget coverage and attendant services. There are cases,
nevertheless, where it is feasible for the budget director to take the first step in
suggesting improvements. A particular foreman may be hesitant to request
assistance in analyzing the forecast operations of his department and will welcome an offer from the budget accountant to do so. Once more, this is a matter of application of personal judgment in the circumstances, underlining the
OC T O BE R , 1 9 5 1
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importance of psychological considerations in the operation of budget programs.
If the accountant knows intimately the overall physical operations of the
company, he is in a position to draw logical conclusions from his observations
and make worthwhile recommendations. When this is his practice, he should
be able to detect the opportune time to make investigations leading to explanation of budget variances even though not specifically invited to do so by an
individual department supervisor.
Part Played By Honest Encouragement
The value of encouragement in making budgets work is apparent. Business
life is not so deadly serious that one cannot be honestly complimentary. There
is always something worthy of commendation which, when recognized, makes
the person praised receptive to suggestions for improvement in less meritorious
areas of activity. When such a psychological approach is coupled with sincere
good humor, any pre- existing hostility should, it seems, be inevitably dispelled.
Experience with operation of a budget scheme will generally reveal that curious but understandable quirk of human nature causing surface hostility to the
program, hostility caused simply by lack of understanding which leads to frustration and then to rejection. When the budget manager dispels the mystery
thus originally attached, substituting for it adequate explanation and the machinery of cooperative analysis, the greatest barrier to achieving the willing
cooperation of subordinates can be overcome. The courtesy of unfeigned good
humor can oil the machinery of the process tremendously.
When foremen and others are induced to participate in a program of establishing and operating budgets, they become answerable for activities in their
departments to a greater extent than before. In thus attaching greater accountability to junior members of management, it is necessary to couple authority to
act with responsibility for results, by making it possible for subordinates to
have an active part in the planning of procedure which they are expected to
carry out. This is an important part of the problem of building cooperative
responsibility in a business organization by budgetary methods. It is always
more feasible to erect a structure of amicable relations in the first instance than
to attempt to rebuild that which has been destroyed.
Top Management Approval Comes First
It must be kept in mind that a budget scheme, to be successful, must first
have the approval and backing of top management. If senior executives are
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reluctant to delegate any of their duties to others because of a feeling that the
information contained in budget schedules should not be divulged, even to
their own top - ranking subordinates, there is little hope for the successful establishment of a budget. Loyalty and trust from the top is a prerequisite to loyalty
and respect from below. The proviso that top management approval comes first
is not intended to convey the implication that everyone asked to participate in
a budget program should be expected to be completely "sold" on every detailed
step in budgetary procedure. However, support of management must be behind
each step in the development of the procedures if they are to succeed in their
purpose.
When executive management is whole - heartedly behind the institution of a
budget, this attitude can be clearly expressed in a number of ways. In particular, a department head will be quick to observe whether or not his superiors
attach undue significance to picayunish details or, on the other hand, push aside
irrelevant matters and are concerned only with essentials. Sometimes the choice
of words will determine the reaction obtained. Since the budget is a guiding
plan, not primarily a means of imposing management control mechanisms,
perhaps it would be well for the budget director to eliminate entirely the word,
"control ", from his conversations with operating supervisors.
Working with Foremen and Supervisors

in

Department foremen and supervisors take definite pride in the efficient operation of their departments. In effect, they are the heads of small businesses
within a 'business enterprise. If the budget manager can sincerely regard them
as such, many of the possible psychological obstacles to putting over a budget
program will never come into being. He must remember that efficient department heads regard the accountability delegated to them as a responsibility
linked with a measure of independence of action. The fixing of responsibility
on supervisors advances the likelihood of achieving separate budget goals.
Moreover, it is they who will obtain the greatest benefit from making estimates
in the first place. Of course, production foremen and other department heads
are not trained accountants and should be given every assistance in making
their calculations. But, in the process of estimating, they should be able to
express, freely and openly, their own opinions based on intimate knowledge
of the workings of their own departments. Appropriate adjustment of reasonable objections can be accomplished
a spirit of compromise.
In this latter connection, the budget director should be alert to "scotch" any
attempt of a supervisor to propose estimates higher than he actually hopes to
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obtain, with the idea of allowing a margin for haggling. If the budget director
is properly equipped with authoritative past - performance figures and other
source data and has a good working knowledge of plans for overall production
activities, he need not be deceived by these tactics.
Especially in the estimating process, the budget manager has much to gain
by doing more listening than talking. First meetings with a representative of
top management are occasions during which the department foreman may find
cause to increase his apprehensions as to just what management is up to in its
proposal of a budget scheme or, conversely, to come to a realization that the
proposition has as much or more to benefit him as it has to the senior administrative group. Also, by listening rather than doing all the talking, the budget
accountant may receive information about future events not obtainable elsewhere. Although the new facts developed in such a conversation may prove
valuable in their own way, the insight into a man's character that such a conversation provides is most significant from the psychological viewpoint. The
mutual understanding which can develop from these meetings lays the groundwork for increased future cooperation.
"Cooperation," said Charles Steinmetz, "is not a sentiment . . . it is an
sharing
ecenomic necessity. And the only way it is achieved is by sharing
...
profits, sharing responsibility, and sharing problems." Certainly, active cooperation is the primary benefit of successful budget operations since, by coordinating the the activities of each part of a business with the others, the budget
scheme provides a means of cooperation in a business, not -otherwise obtainable.
This is the focal point of the whole concept of the use of budgets to implement
corporate policies and planned activities.
Opportunities for Mutual Confidence
When a budget program is under way, the budget manager has many opportunities to cement his relations with the operating heads of departments by
analyzing excess variations of actual figures from those forecast. The accountant's analyses of discrepancies can help foremen ferret out the causes, thereby
detecting inefficiencies which might not otherwise be brought to light. Prompt
attention to these details are a patent demonstraion of the budget director's
desire to help foremen with their problems, and is bound to be reflected by
the willing collaboration of foremen when they, in turn, are in a position to
render service. The budget accountant must be a man who can represent
management and operating department heads to each other, effectively. He is
the man in the middle. He is the coordinator who, acting in between senior
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management and junior supervisors, must represent each group to the other,
fairly and honestly.
The budget man who attempts to elicit the cooperation of foremen and others,
at the outset, by simply citing the use of budgets successfully by other companies
is actually sowing the seeds of negative reaction in the minds of his listeners.
It is a matter of elementary logic, even to someone uninitiated in accounting
and engineering techniques, that the so- called success of budget schemes must
be very difficult to evaluate. The most cleverly - conceived forecasts are mere
estimates at best and there is no clearly objective method of evaluating the
success of budgets in terms of dollars saved, much less in terms of increased
efficiency. The confidence which various people in a business organization can
have in harmonized financial forecasts is earned slowly. It is a conviction based
upon many small acts and services which, when considered all together, induce
the participant to arrive at his own general conclusion that the program is
worthwhile.
Because of the complexities of budget preparation, especially at first, perhaps
the best policy is to make the program frankly experimental. By doing so,
management is saying, "Here is a plan based on the best judgment of all of us
and on certain available past - performance data. Let's try it out and use it for
what it is worth. After this first tryout, we shall be in a position to have more
insight when we prepare our next budget." Such an approach puts operating
department heads on their mettle. If the experiment is even partly successful,
it will be because junior echelons of the management team have helped to make
it so. And, in the right kind of business enterprise, foremen and other leaders
should welcome the opportunity to take a greater part in management through
further development of the budget as a useful means of planning and controlling business operations.
Benefits of Formalized Control
Even in a small organization, there is need for certain definiteness and formality in planning. This is a recognized fact. The appeal of budget schemes
from this viewpoint is in the fact that alert department heads are keen to take
advantage of something which is not just a directive from senior executives.
Budgetary planning presents an opportunity for subordinate leaders to have a
direct influence in planning future production and distribution operations.
Even when there is already a semblance of planning of operations, there is a
tendency for orders from above to be slow in reaching those who must carry
them out. Often, there is a continual waiting for decisions. Under these conOC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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ditions, it should be obvious to foremen that, being familiar with future plans
as a result of having taken part in budget preparation, they will be in a position
to act without the necessity of waiting always for detailed explanations or
decisions from superiors. On the part of management, this aspect of a working
budget program should be appealing because of the minimization of the necessity for executive direction of the thousands of subordinate activities of a business, with the consequent freeing of time for consideration of more important
problems.
The Role of Prompt Reporting
Nothing is so discouraging to operating personnel as imposition of the
necessity of working with figures, especially budget comparisons and analyses
which have "grown cold ". If, in establishing a budget, enough personnel is
not assigned to the task of preparing budget reports to make it possible to
disseminate these data while the information they contain is still meaningful,
perhaps it would be better to abandon the program rather than attempt to work
by half measures. Instead of winning cooperation, lack of promptness in
producing budget reports can only engender resentment and apathy toward the
program. The unwillingness of management to assign an adequate staff for the
purpose is indicative of lack of enthusiasm on the part of executives for the
program. As with every other decision to initiate new services, consideration
must be given to potential benefits as against expected costs. A cut -rate budget
may turn out to be an expensive bargain.
Evaluation of the potential advantages of budgeting depends not only upon
recognition of budgets as coordinated operating programs through which the
ideas and plans of all divisions and levels of enterprise are seen more clearly,
but also upon giving budgeting appeal for foremen. The hazards and opportunitiea of the psychological aspects of budgetary control necessitate priority of
human - relations considerations.
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THE

WORKSHOP

Working Papers for the Operating Budget
by H. G. OBERLANDER
Controller, United States News Publishing Corp., Washington, D. C.

In the interests of filling a gap in procedural literature on budgeting, the
author of this paper offers a five -form system, economical of time and
recording materials, through which budget revisions are incorporated
in accounting department working papers at all timer. The segment
of budgetary routine treated intervenes between the preparation of
budget estimates and the submission of budget reports.

have
been very well covered by existing literature but an important one,
that relating to the accounting department's actual records and routine, has
not received the attention which it deserves. Estimates of the various income and expense items naturally are
the backbone of every operating budget but the accounting department has
a necessary part to play before, during,
and after the time that these are determined.
For example, that department may
prepare schedules of past periods' actual income and expenses and breakdowns and explanations of certain
items' composition, which are submitted to department heads as an aid
in preparing their estimates. Then
again, the accounting department
often has to provide information to
assist the operating departments during the time that they are working on
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their estimates. Finally, after figures
have been submitted by department
heads, the accounting department has
to check them and put them in form
for top - management scrutiny and approval. In any event, throughout the
year, the accounting department will
have to compute the amount of each
budgeted income and expense item by
months and for the year -to -date, and
present the data on prescribed forms,
which will in most cases show the
variation between actual and budget.
This article deals only with that
phase of the accounting department's
budget work which is performed after
management has approved the various
departments' estimates of income and
expense. It is an activity required in
all cases and the main avenues of approach to it are common to most companies. In addition, this work is
generally performed entirely within
the accounting department's sphere,
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whereas activities prior to final approval of the completed budget
involve dealings with other departments, with respect to which there will
be many variations among companies,
depending upon the extent of the
operating department heads' budget
"know -how" and the broad, general
manner in which top - management
wishes the proceedings carried on.
The Budget Package: Working
Papers and Time Required

Hence this paper has been prepared
with the object of presenting a method
of preparing particular material in
such a manner that it will constitute a
ready -to -use package which can be left
on the shelf until need arises. Taken
down and opened at that time, it
should be found to contain everything
needed to put into use immediately an
effective but simple budget system.
The package herein described contains
illustrative forms with typical entries,
an explanation of how the original
budget and subsequent data are recorded, and a discussion of some of
the matters which should be considered regarding the basis on which the
system will operate. Despite its simplicity, the system will take care of
most of the usual questions to which
management is likely to want ready
and reliable answers. This has been
proven in actual practice.
One loose -leaf ring binder should be
found sufficient to hold all of the
forms required, although more than
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the customary one -inch thickness will
be needed unless the number of departments involved is small. The
forms illustrated in the accompanying
exhibits are prepared on 81/ z" x 1 1 "
columnar analysis paper with typed
column headings and side captions.
No specially -ruled or preprinted forms
are used, since all of the, records are
workpapers and appearance for its
own sake is not required. The slight
amount of typing work involved in
this method is generally offset by the
high degree of flexibility secured. The
forms to be drawn up, each of which
will be further described as the article
progresses, consist of the following:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Departmental budgets
Departmental budget change controls
Annual profit and loss summary budget
Monthly profit and loss summary
budget
5. Change journal

Based on the system's operation as
it was observed by this writer in an
organization having about thirty-five
separately budgeted subdepartments
under six major departments, expenses
of which ran into several millions of
dollars, certain estimates of time required can be made. As would be
expected, the greatest concentrated
amount of time is required when
initially setting up all of the new
forms at the beginning of each year.
Here the time is dependent upon the
number of departments involved and
the number of income and expense
detail accounts to be budgeted under
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

each department. One person's time
for one day a month is approximately
all that is required to perform all other
work on the records, except to record
budget changes, and to determine the
amounts which are to be carried into
the formal budget reports. Unless
budget changes are unusually frequent
they will not be a large time- consuming factor. It should not take more
than a half day over the period of a
month to journalize a fairly considerable number of them. They may be
entered when learned about or all at
one time at the end of the month.
Depending upon the extent to
which the accountant intends to carry
the results of his budget work, a
number of different types of information can be developed from the following basic data which the system
provides through the five forms
already mentioned and soon to be
described, for each department and,
as to (1) and ( 2 ) , for the company
as a whole:
I. Every individual income and expense
detail account's original annual and
monthly budget, annual change in
each, each month's share of annual
change; and revised budget for the
month just ended.
2. Original annual budget departmental
totals, annual total of budget changes
approved in each month throughout
the year, and the revised annual
budget.
3. Original monthly budget departmental totals, each month's share of the
total annual changes affecting the
month's income and expense, and the
revised budget for each month.
4. Explanation of every change made
since original budget was adopted.
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It will be immediately observed that
mention of variances between budgeted
and actual income and expenses has
been omitted. The workpapers do not
contain this information because the
system confines itself to the end result
of obtaining budget figures. This
article, therefore, does not discuss in
detail any of the various forms in
which such figures could be presented
after they are obtained. In the company which used the system, monthly
budget figures were transferred from
the workpapers to pencil drafts of the
regular monthly financial statements,
where year -to -date budget figures and
differences between them and actual
were computed and entered.
Development and Functions
of Principal Forms

The remainder of this article will
describe the step -by -step routine of
setting up the original budget, subsequent recording and summarization,
and discussion of some of the principles which should be considered by
each company in setting the standards
under which it will operate its budget.
The description will deal with five
budget working paper forms. For narrative purposes, it will be assumed
that January is the first month of the
Company's year. The procedure which
the forms embody starts at the point
at which the accountant has before
him all of the various departments'
detailed income and expense account
estimates, which have received final
191

GENERAL & AD M I N I ST R AT I VE DEPAR TMENT BUDGET

OR IG IN A L
MO NTHL Y
BUDGET

Salaries
Supplies
Rent
Depreciation of Furn.
Miscellaneous
T ot al -Mont h
Yr. to date

JANUARY FEBRUARY

MAR CH

APR IL'

O R IG IN A L
AN N U A L
BUDGET

9,000
200
800
1,000

9,000
200
800

9,000
200
800

9,000
200
1,000

108,000
2,400
9,600
12,000

100

100

100

100

1,200

11.100

10,100
10,100

10,100
20,200

10,300
30,500

133,200

N EW YORK SALES OF F IC E BUDGET
Salaries
Supplies
Newspaper Advertising
Rent
Depreciation of Furn.
Miscellaneous
T ot al - Mont h
Yr. to date

60,000
750
3,000
750

60,250
750
1,000
750
1,000

I50

I50

150

150

1,800

64,650

63,900
63,900

85,900
149,800

61,900
211,700

775,800

58,250
750
25,000
750
1,000

58,250
750
1,000
750
1,000

720,000
9,000
36,000
9,000

C H I C A G O SALES OF F IC E BUDGET
Salaries
Supplies
Newspaper Advertising
Rent
Depreciation of Furn.
Miscellaneous
T ot al -Mont h
Yr. to Date

20,000
100
1,000
250
150

20,000
100
1,000
250
150

21,500
100
1,000
250
150

21,500
100
1,000
250
150

240,000
1,200
12,000
3,000
1,800

50

50

50

50

258,600

21,550

21,550
21,550

23,050
44,600

23,050
67,650

600

*Columns for remaining months omitted.
EXHI BI T 1

approval by top management and
which can therefore be collectively
considered as the "original" budget.
These departmental estimates should
be classified according to the account
captions which are to be used in the
budget reports to management, these
being the ones contained in the company's regular chart of accounts.
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Moreover, accounts should appear in
chart -of- account sequence throughout.
Emphasis is placed on the word "original" since in some instances tentative
figures, computed on roughly estimated over -all bases, are employed for
management's use before rates of
operation, etc. are finally determined,
from which a complete detailed budget
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can be prepared. It is desirable not
to use the word, "budget" without
qualification when referring to these
preliminary figures, in order to avoid
confusing them with the detailed final
budget with which the accounting department will deal throughout the
year. The expression "proposed budget" or "preliminary budget" should
be used instead. In this article, "original" means "before changes ".
Departmental Budget

One of these workpapers, the
departmental budget exemplified in
Exhibit 1, should be prepared for each
department on analysis paper with a
double -page spread and having an
item space or explanation column at
the left followed by fourteen money
columns. The department's name
should be entered in the top heading
and the individual income (where applicable) and expense accounts to be
budgeted should be typed, one to a
line, in the item column. The
monthly and annual budget figure for
each account should be entered simultaneously in the first and fourteenth
money columns, respectively headed
Original Monthly Budget and Original Annual Budget. The totals of any
revenue accounts peculiar to the department and of its expense accounts
should each be shown, as well as the
department's final result. Several
blank lines should be left to provide
for any new accounts which may be
set up subsequently.
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The twelve intervening columns will
be left blank at this point except to
head each with the name of a month,
beginning with January. The typing
should then be proofread, and footings of the two budget columns verified. (Although it is possible to type
up a supply of captioned and column headed sheets in advance, it is suggested that only column headings be
typed in unless it is certain that account captions will not change before
the budget is completed. This is an
especially important point when introducing a budget into a company.)
Function—This form shows the
original annual and monthly budgeted
amount for each income and expense
account and the departmental result on
this basis. Throughout the year, by
use of the columns now left blank, it
provides the revised monthly budget
for each account, which is used in
preparing budget reports for management. The departmental result for the
year -to -date is also indicated.
Departmental Budget Change Control

In order to keep the number of
pages of workpapers to a minimum, the
left -hand page of the two -page spread
for the departmental budget change
control shown in Exhibit 2 should be
set up on the back of the right -hand
page of its related departmental budget workpaper. Unless there is an unusually large number of individual
accounts found in a department, its
departmental budget schedule requires
193
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b
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GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT BUDGET CHANG E CONTROL
January February
Original Annual Budget
January
Rent
Deprec.on Furniture
1000
M o.
Yr. to date

1000
1000

March

April

May

June

July

August September October November December TOTAL
133,200

1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

(200)
1000

1000
1000

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

800
800

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE BUDGET CHANGE CONTROL
Original Annual Budget
January
Salaries
(250)
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
2000 (22000)
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
Newspaper Adv.
(1000) (1000) (1000) (1000) (IOOO) (1000) (1000) (1000) (1000)
Deprec. of Furniture
750 (21250)
750 (21250)

2750
2750

2750
2750

2750
2750

2750
2750

2750
2750

2750
2750

2750
2750

10000
123200

775,800
1750
2000
(1000)

1750
2000
(1000)

2750
2750

2750
2750

51500)
1500)

(1500)
(1500)

1750
19000
2000
—
(1000) (12000)
2750
2750

7000
768800

n

a

z

M o.
Yr. to date

(2000)
12000

z

y

0j
C
h
h
tri

Original Annual Budget
January
Salaries —Mo.
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CHICAG O SALES OFFICE BUDGET CHANGE CONTROL
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EXHIBIT 2
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(1500)

(1500
(15001

11500)
1500)

(1500 (16500)
(1500) 275100

only one (or part of a) double -page
spread, no additional lines being required after the accounts have been
initially entered. The departmental
budget change control could appear
below the departmental budget in
many cases except that handling is
facilitated by uniform separate locations. There generally is not enough
room on one side to meet the combined forms' requirements for an entire year. However, three sheets of
analysis paper provide two double page spreads. The first contains the
departmental budget, and the second
the departmental budget change control.
For the departmental budget change
control workpaper, each money column should be headed with the name
of a month, January being the first.
The thirteenth column used should
be headed, Total. On the first writing line in the explanation column,
the caption, Original Annual Budget,
should be entered and, in the total
column on the same line, the amount
of the department's annual budget
(found in the Original Annual Budget
column on the related departmental
budget) should be entered. Nothing
else should be entered at the start.
This corresponds to the figures of
$775,800, $258,600, and $133,200
appearing in the several control sheets
portrayed in Exhibit 2.
Function—This workpaper is used
to obtain for each budgeted income
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1

and expense detail account the annual
amount of change approved each
month and its apportionment over the
months affected. In other words, the
departmental budget change control's
function is to convert changes from
the cash basis (i.e. month in which
entered) to the accrual basis (i.e. the
months for which net profit, income,
or expense is affected). The form
also shows the amount by which the
departmental result of each month of
the year (both past and future) has
been affected by changes in all of the
detailed income and expense accounts
since the beginning of the year.
Finally it shows the department's revised total annual budget.
Annual Profit and Loss Summary Budget

A glance at Exhibit 3 will show
that the annual profit and loss summary budget is a double -page spread
of at least twenty -five columns. In
practice, it is secured by using at the
left a sheet of analysis paper having
an item column and six money columns, a short -cut sheet of six columns
on each side, and an eight - column
right -hand page. Profit and loss captions should be typed in the column
in the order in which they appear on
the company's regular statement of actual results, carrying on this conformity from the departmental budget
workpapers. If not all departments'
figures are to be shown separately on
the summary budget (to avoid an
over - lengthy listing), a special sum195

ANNUAL PROFIT AND LOSS SUMMARY BUDGET

Original
annual
budget

FEBRUARY'

JANUARY*
Annual Revised anchange nual budget

__
Annual Revised anchange nual budget

Sales

5,400,000

5,400,000

5,400,000

Deduct: Cost of sales

2,400,000

2,400,000

2,400,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

Gross profit on sales
Deduct:
Selling expenses —
New York office
Chicago office

775,800
258,600

7,000
(16,500)

768,800
275,100

768,800
275,100

Total
1,034,400
General and administrative
133,200
expenses

(9,500)

1,043,900

1,043,900

10,000

123,200

113,200

500

1,167,100

1,167,100

Total selling and general
and administrative ex1,167,600
penses
Net operating profit
Add: Other income (Net)

1,832,400
18,000

500

1,832,900
18,000

1,832,900
18,000

Net profit before taxes

1,850,400

500

1,850,900

1,850,900

*Similar columns for all months of the year.
EXHIBIT 3

mary workpaper can be prepared to
combine as many as desired, the total figures from this combining sheet
being carried to the annual profit and
loss summary.
The form is started by transferring
the departmental results from each departmental budget workpaper (amount
on last line of "total" column) to its
respective line in the second money
column of the left -hand page of the
profit and loss summary which should
be headed, Original Annual Budget.
This column is then footed to obtain
the company net profit which is entered at that caption. Beginning with
the next money column each pair of
196

columns should be headed with the
name of a month, beginning with
January. This will use up both sides
of the short -cut sheet and all remaining columns on the right -hand page.
The two columns under each month
are headed, respectively, Annual
Changes, and, Revised Budget. If
any tentative budgets are used before
the original budget is determined,
they can be shown on this schedule
in columns ahead of the one headed,
Original Annual Budget. The latter
column and some of those following
will, accordingly, have to be moved
to the right through the use of an
additional short sheet.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

M ON T H L Y PROFIT AN D LOSS SU M M AR Y BUDGET
FEBRUARY*

_

_

JANUARY*
Original
Monthly
Budget
Sales
Deduct: Cost of sales
Gross profit on sales
Deduct:
Selling expenses New York Office
Chicago office

Effective
Monthly
Changes

Revised
Monthly
Budget

Effective
Monthly
Changes

Revised
Monthly
Budget

450,000

450,000

450,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

64,650
21,550

750

63,900
21,550

22,000
1,500

85,900
23,050

86,200

750

85,450

23,500

108,950

11.100

1,000

10,100

97,300

1,750

95,550

23,500

119,050

N et operating profit
Add: Other income ( N et )

152,700
1,500

1,750

154,450
1,500

23,500

130,950
1,500

Net pr ofit before taxes -Month
Year to date

154,200

1,750

155,950

23,500

132,450
288,400

Total
General and administrative
expenses
Total selling and general
and administrative expenses

10,100

*Similar columns for all months of the year.
EXHI BI T 4

Function- A s its name implies, this
is a profit and loss budget statement
in summary form which serves to recapitulate monthly the individual departmental budget workpaper annual
budgets and changes approved. This
statement aids management planning
in that it tells in advance at any time
throughout the year what the expected
profit or loss will be at the end of
the year. The form is not of direct
use in controlling operations currently,
since only annual results are shown.
Control to be effective must be timely
and is, therefore, exercised through
the departmental budget workpaper,
OC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1

which presents budget figures that can
be compared with actual results.
Monthly Pro f i t an d
Loss Summary Budget

The workpaper, for which Exhibit
4 serves as illustration, makes use of
the same headings, columnarization,
and captions as does the annual profit
and loss summary budget, except that
the first column under each month is
called, Effective Monthly Change instead of Annual Changes. Each departmental monthly budget figure is
copied from the first columm of each
departmental budget to the appro197

priate line of the monthly profit and being increased by $200 a month. If
loss summary budget and placed in management accepts the increase, a
the first column, which is headed change (annual) of $1,800 will be
Original Monthly Budget. The col- included in the annual change column is then added and the resulting umn of the annual profit and loss
budgeted net profit and loss is summary budget in January. On the
entered.
monthly profit and loss summary
Function—It is necessary at this budget, however, the effect of this
point to note a very important dis- change would not appear until April,
tinction between the monthly profit at which time $200 would be included
and loss summary budget and the an- in that month's Effective Monthly
nual profit and loss summary budget. Change column. Thus, the annual
The latter, in addition to showing the summary budget after January changes,
latest budget shows monthly the an- reflects additional expense of $1,800
nual amount of changes approved, which will be equal to the $200 inthere being no indication as to the crease reflected on the monthly sumparticular months' income or expense mary budgets from April through Deaffected. The monthly profit and loss cember inclusive.
summary budget, on the other hand,
never shows annual figures of any Change Journal
At the time of first setting up the
kind. It indicates each month's porbudget
workpapers, there is nothing
tion of annual change beginning with
that
can
be done on the change jourthe first month that it takes effect.
Thus the difference between the two nal form (Exhibit 5) except to enter
forms is more than just a question of the following column headings:
annual or monthly figures. It also is
Name (of employee or detail income
and expense account)
a matter of cash and accrual basis difDepartment (name or number)
Effective date (of change)
ferentiation. Here the annual profit
Amount and period
and loss summary budget represents
Termination ay, etc.
Explanation ltwo or three columns)
the cash basis and the monthly profit
Department A
Department B
and loss summary budget the accrual
Department C
basis. Because of the importance of
Profit and Loss
the distinction in this system, an ilA double -page spread is required
lustration had best be given at this for this workpaper which will genpoint.
erally involve the use of short -cut
Assume that, upon renewing a lease sheets in between the full -size left and
for office space effective April 1, it is right -hand pages. There should be
learned in January that the rental is one column for each department which
198
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appears on the annual profit and loss
summary budget as a separate caption.
In the event that any department listed
on the annual profit and loss summary
budget consists of a number of sub departments, it is not necessary to
provide a separate column for each
of the latter unless transactions are
numerous, although such detail does
render possible a ready analysis of the
department's major changes which
may be desired even where transac-
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not they affect profit or loss, since it
is also important to know about transfers of income or expense between
different departments. Changes are entered as soon as and in the order received, regardless of when they will
first affect income or expense or for
how long. This record is the journal for the entire budget system, no
changes being made on any of the
other workpapers unless first recorded
herein. Changes are not entered in the
change journal until they are first approved by the appropriate executive
of the company. Changes should not be
made for inconsequential amounts. Circumstances may dictate that changes,
either of small or large amount, not
be given effect to in the budget. In
these cases it may be desirable to make
at least a memorandum entry in the
change journal for handy reference.
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There is no need to write a detailed
story concerning each entry in this
workpaper since, generally, a letter or
some other written evidence is received as notification of each change
and can be referred to for details. Incidentally, it will be found helpful
if such memoranda are filed in folders, a separate one for each major department, after they have been entered
in the change journal, and an appropriate notation made on each. It is
important to keep it in mind that all
amounts entered in the departmental
and profit and loss columns of this
record contain annual amounts only.
Adjusting the Monthly Budget
to a Forecast Basis

At this point, all five forms required under this system have been
headed and await the entry of changes
which may be made in the first month
of the budget year. In the meantime,
each department's budgeted income,
expense, and net result, and the company's net profit or loss is available
both for the month and for the year.
Detailed income and expense accounts
which make up the aforementioned
departmental results can be found
also.
We are, in a sense, ready to start.
However, under the budget system
herein described, all income and expense items are first recorded at
monthly amounts representing one twelfth of their individual annual totals, in order to make the initial work
200

less complicated. For practical purposes, it may be necessary to adjust
the monthly figures to a more accurate interim forecast basis. The compelling reason is that one of the reports which management may wish
prepared at this time is the budgeted
net profit or loss shown cumulatively
as of the close of each month of
the year, with like figures showing
budgeted departmental results. The
statement can be prepared most readily from the monthly profit and loss
summary budget, as adjusted, since
the latter's captions and figures are
required.
Of course, if all of the company's
larger expenses are such that the
monthly amounts do not vary appreciably from one month to another,
there will be no problem on this
score. However, although the accountant may be fortunate enough to encounter such an ideal situation, the
likelihood is that he will not. Expenses of certain types of businesses
might fall into a regular pattern, but
it is less likely that income will be as
regular. Accordingly, when a material difference will result from apportioning income and expenses on other
than an even twelve -month basis, it is
necessary that this be done before preparing any statements which presume
to show in advance what the net profit
standing will be through any given
date.
In order to give effect to this obN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

jective the change journal may be
used. Adjustments in the proration
among months of individual income
and expense accounts concerned may
be entered in the change journal and
carried through the other budget
workpapers as all other budget changes
will be throughout the year. (This
procedure has already been indicated
and will be described in more particular shortly.) These adjustments,
which apportion the various income
and expense items on a basis other
than twelfths, could be entered and
included as part of the first month's
regular changes. However, under most
circumstances, the forecast statement
should be prepared earlier. The apportioning adjustments can be put
through first, being carried from the
change journal all the way through
the other workpapers. All other regular changes which come through in
January can then be processed by entering them after the others in the
change journal and interlining them
in the other budget workpapers.
Work on the Change Journal
During the Month

It is preferable to enter approved
changes in the budget changes journal
as they are learned about throughout
the month rather than to accumulate
them until the end. Current entry of
these changes enables the accountant
to come up quickly with revised budget
figures if they should be requested before the end of the month and, in adOCTOBER, 1951

dition, reduces the usual month -end
workload. When recording budget
changes in the various workpapers,
those which are favorable to income,
expense or net profit (i.e. increases
in income or decreases in expenses)
should be entered in black pencil and
those which are unfavorable to income, expense or net profit (i.e. decreases in income or increases in expense) should be entered in red
pencil. Parentheses are used in Exhibit 5 for unfavorable changes. This
indication is made only for changes,
annual and monthly, since original
budgets of both income and expense
accounts appear in black on the forms
and revised budgets should appear in
the same manner. The use of black
and red pencil on the change journal .
to indicate favorable and unfavorable,
respectively, permits instant visualization of the effect of changes and facilitates footing of the change columns.
Examples of various types of
changes, assumed to have been approved and .given to the accountant
in January appear on the several exhibits. In the interest of illustration
of the budget change recording procedure, the method of handling these
changes will be followed through.
They include changes of the reallocation among months type previously
mentioned.
Addition to expense —A new lease
for office space is received indicating
an increase of $200 per month upon
201

renewal effective March 1. Since the
company charges this rent to the general and administrative department
under the cost detail account of rent,
the entries shown on the second line
of the change journal given as Exhibit 3, will be made. ( "January"
will be typed in the item column of
the first line.) Amounts are shown
in parenthesis (or red ink), indicating
an unfavorable effect on profit.
Reduction in expense —A salesman's services are to be terminated on
January 31. He earns $250 per month
and will receive one month's termination pay. He will not be replaced.
Entry will be made on the line immediately following that used for the
preceding entry as illustrated in Exhibit 5. The amount of termination
pay is shown in parenthesis since it
has an unfavorable effect on profit.
A word of explanation is perhaps
required here regarding the treatment
of termination pay. In those companies in which it is regular practice
to charge off, as of the date of an employee's termination, the entire amount
of termination pay (i.e. an amount in
excess of the regular salary owing to
him through that date), it is desirable
that the budget accord the item like
treatment. The budget system described here provides for this through
the use of a special termination pay
column in the change journal, as
shown for this transaction, in which a
net reduction of $2,500 results from
202

a gross reduction of $2,750 (eleven
months salary at $250 per month)
offset by $250 of termination pay. If
the company policy is to charge off
termination pay after employees cease
work, doing so at a rate equal to the
employee's regular pay rate, then the
extra column is not necessary since
presumably the reduction in salary expense will start at a later date.
Allocation of expense over individual months of year on basis of
other than equal monthly amounts —
This is the kind of adjustment referred to earlier in connection with
providing management with an accurate forecast statement at the start of
the year. An adjustment is to be made
in order to have the budget show as
expense, in the proper period, an item
the total of which was averaged over
the entire year in setting up the original budget. Thus, the $24,000 cost of
an advertising campaign will be transferred entirely to February's budget,
in which month the special sale announced by the newspaper advertising
is to be held. The effect will be to
remove $2,000 from the budgeted advertising expense of every month except February and add $22,000 into
that month's budget. Here again Exhibit 5 shows the entry. The rectangular box enclosing the amount is
used to show that the change has no
effect on annual profit and loss.
Incidentally, the fact that the company decides to budget the above
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

change means that sales for the year separate income column in the change
journal.
might have to be redistributed.
Transfer of budgeted expense from
Posting to the Annual Budget
one major department to another —It and Change Controls
is decided to change the method of
Only the change journal is worked
presenting depreciation on the com- on during the month, no entries of
pany's regular financial statements any kind being made in any of the
and the budget is to be altered accord- other four forms. Work on the latter
ingly. The object of the change is to is performed at one time, immediately
charge depreciation of the sales de- after the close of each month. It conpartment's assets against that depart- sists of monthly balancing and postment rather than against the general
ing.
and administrative department. The
Shortly after the end of January
entry, as it appears in Exhibit 5, is and each month thereafter, all departself - explanatory.
mental columns and the profit and
Transfer of budgeted expense from loss column of the change journal
one sub- department to another sub - should be footed and proven by cross department, both in same major de- addition. The profit and loss column
partment—A salesman is being trans- is used, not only to prove the change
ferred from the New York office to journal work, but also to provide a
the Chicago office, thereby increasing convenient means of reviewing the inthe staff of the latter office. No re- dividual amounts of all changes
placement is to be made in New York.
recorded.
Although the five transactions illusIn those instances in which it seems
trated by entries in Exhibit 5 deal only desirable to include subdepartment
with changes relating to expense, those captions on the annual profit and loss
concerning income are also entered in summary budget (Exhibit 3), rather
the change journal, using the same than departmental captions only, one
columns and same procedures. There extra step will be required at this
is no need to enter income and ex- point before posting can be made to
pense changes in separate groups. If
that statement. This step is to anadesired, a separate column can be used
lyze the column for the department
for any income accounts which are in- involved. This can be done by either
dividually shown on the annual and making a scratch -paper calculation or
monthly profit and loss budget, but setting up an extra workpaper conwhen only the net income of a depart- structed along the lines of the annual
ment appears on the two last -named profit and loss summary budget. The
statements, there will be no need for a problem can also be met by establishOC T O B E R, 1 9 5 1
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ing subdepartment columns in the
change journal, although the second
solution offered above is generally the
most practicable.
The total of each column of the
change journal is now copied to the
corresponding line of the appropriate
month's annual change column of the
Exhibit 3. The latter column is to be
added immediately in order to verify
that posting has been made correctly.
Each change is then added to or subtracted from the original annual budget
figure which appears in the first column on the same line and the result
is entered in the revised annual budget
column. This column should be footed
and its total verified by cross- addition
of the preceding two columns' totals.
This summary is now complete and
can be used to furnish management
with figures showing what the company's revised budgets are for individual departments and company net
profit or loss.
After the change journal has been
posted to the annual profit and loss
summary budget, it is to be posted
to the various departmental budget
change controls illustrated by Exhibit
2. The procedure outlined here assumes that there is one column in the
change journal for each separate departmental control workpaper.
Taking the first departmental column of the change journal in which
appear changes for the month under
review, the accountant should obtain
204

the total of all amounts relating to one
account, e.g. salaries, and enter it on
the first entirely dear line in the total column of the related departmental
budget change control. The caption
should be written in the explanation
or item column. The annual amount
thus entered should be broken down
into the amount by which each month
is affected, this being determined from
the details appearing in the change
j ournal.
Considering again the case of the
salesman earning $250 a month whose
services are to be terminated on January 31, and who is to be paid one
month's termination pay, the total
change for the current budget year is
a reduction of $2,500 in budgeted expense. Assuming that the company
charges termination pay to expense entirely in the month paid, the annual
saving of $2,500 represents a monthly
reduction of $250 from February
through December inclusive and an
increase of $250 in budgeted expense
for the month of January. These
amounts are entered in the respective
months' columns of the control. If
several salary changes occur in any
one department during a month, the
monthly breakdown of the total salaries account change will consist of
the sum of the various apportionments,
each computed as just above.
Each successive change is posted
from the journal to the appropriate
departmental budget change control
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Posting to the Monthly Budgets

Now that the annual changes, as recorded in the change journal and then
on the annual profit and loss summary, have also been converted into
effective monthly changes on the deOCTOBER, 1931

partmental budget change controls,
revised monthly budgets can be obtained on the monthly profit and loss
summary budget which has been
shown as Exhibit 4 and the departmental budget workpapers exemplified in Exhibit 1.
The amount by which each month's
budget is to be affected is next posted
from the departmental budget change
control workpapers to the monthly
profit and loss summary budget. For
January, as an example, the figure to
be transferred will be found on the
total line in the January column of
each control. (Note that in subsequent
months the amount to be transferred
between the amounts
is the
appearing on the year -to -date line for
the current and preceding month.) It
should be entered on the proper departmental line of the monthly profit
and loss summary budget in January's
effective monthly change column.
After the foregoing has been done
for all departments, the effective
monthly change column is added and
the total entered on the net profit line.
This total represents the amount by
which the January budgeted net profit
figure will differ from that shown on
the original monthly budget. Each
amount in the column is now applied
against the amount appearing on the
same line of the preceding column
(original monthly budget as to January, and revised monthly budget as to
subsequent months) and the result
difference

in this manner. The total of each
column is now obtained, representing
current month's postings only. (The
total amount of the month's changes,
appearing in the total column of each
control should, of course, agree with
the total of the department's column
in the change journal for the month.
This need not be verified at the moment because it will be done in a
different way through year -to -date totals.) A year -to -date line is then
used and each column's total changes
since the beginning of the year are
entered, obtained by adding the current month's changes to the year -todate total of the previous month. Of
course, in the total column, this cumulative footing, will always include the
original annual budget which was
entered on the initial line of the
schedule and will give the revised annual budget as a result. To cross -add
correctly, it will always be necessary
to include on the tape the original
annual budget amount. The revised
annual budget, so proven, should be
checked back to the amount appearing on the annual profit and loss summary budget in the revised annual
budget column.
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entered to the right of the next revised monthly budget column.
This provides us with the revised
monthly budget by departments. In
order to obtain revised budgets of the
individual income and expense detail
accounts which make up the departmental results, we must carry the
changes to the departmental budget.
As noted, Exhibit 1 represents one of
these workpapers which has already
been partially prepared, showing the
original monthly and annual budget
for each detailed income and expense
account. The last major step of this
budget system requires that the original monthly figures be adjusted by
any changes which affect the period
being reported on.
Accordingly, the amount appearing
for each account in the January column of the departmental budget
change control is added to or subtracted from that shown in the original monthly budget column of the
departmental budget, and the results
entered in the January column of the
latter form. In subsequent months it
will be necessary to observe two important points in computing each detail account's current budget figure —
first, the amount represents the preceding month's budget adjusted by
the difference between the effective
changes of the two months, and second, that the differences must be obtained from not only annual changes
approved and entered in the current
206

month but also from any changes approved and entered in earlier months
of the year. (All the figures needed
to obtain the differences appear on
the departmental budget change controls.)
After all of the revised figures have
been entered, the new total for the
month is entered to arrive at the new
departmental result which should be
verified by comparison with the same
department's result as shown on the
monthly profit and loss summary after
the month's revisions.
To Change Or Not To Change?

Budgets serve the two purposes of
planning and control. Applying these
to the budget recording system which
has been described in this article, it
can be said that the annual budgets
which are arrived at provide the means
of planning, since they inform management in advance of what departmental and company net profit results
may be expected by the end of the
year, and the monthly budgets provide
the means of controlling operations
so that the planned results may be
achieved. The monthly budgets fulfill the control function if they are
given to department heads in advance
of operations for the periods involved
and if comparison with actual results
is subsequently brought to the attention of supervisors promptly after the
end of the period.
The planning and control aspects
of budgeting are involved not only
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

in the different statements which this
system uses but they are encountered
also in the operation of recording
changes throughout the year. They
come to the fore every time that a
change in conditions is encountered
or planned, in connection with which
a budget change is considered. Frequent changes offer the advantages of
a budget more likely to be realized
and give management an up -to -date
picture of all times of what the annual
results are expected to be. No attempt
need be made to belittle these desirable
objectives, but it should be pointed
out that, although management should
have as complete advance information
as possible of what is expected to occur, it is undesirable to obscure variances from the original plan by
changing budget allowances without
good reasons.
In most instances it is advisable to
record as a budget change any circumstance which represents a permanent operational change. The change
in personnel resulting from the acquisition or the abandonment of a
field office would fall into this category. On the other hand, it is of
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questionable value to record a budget
change for the termination of employees who are expected to be replaced.
A M atter of Adaptation

The system of budget workpapers
described in this article provides a
reasonable amount of practical data in
a manner in which it can easily be
maintained and put to use. This objective is achieved with a minimum
of personnel and records. No work papers have been described here for
departments the operations of which
are complex, but, unless a company's
operations are exceptionally involved,
the principles and procedures discussed can be adapted to departments
— production and others —in addition
to the few which have been exemplified.
It often happens that the portion of
budget procedure representing the interval between the original budget
estimate and subsequent revisions
which must be incorporated in reports to management, is not well organized. As has been indicated,
there is no need for budget routine
to be defective in this area.
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COST

PREPAR E FOR THE BUDGET
I N ST AL L AT I ON

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
PR I O R TO TH E SUCC ES SF UL I NS TA LL ATIO N

of a company budget program, the follow steps are necesary:
1. Reasonably accurate recording of production
data with constant betterment of this phase
of the budget program —This portion of the
company budget program is without doubt
the most important single factor underlying
its success. It is the foundation upon which
all future controls are based. I cannot visualize any succeeding step of a budget program
that is not directly or indirectly affected by
production data.
2. Over -all cooperation of departments and
personnel involved in the acquisition of such
data and preparation of budget materials
and reports —It is imperative that, along
with recording accurate data, this data be
assembled in the quickest manner possible.
Suffice to say that late data can affect a
budget program in a negative fashion as
surely as inaccurate reporting.
3. Understanding and agreement by department
heads as to their budget allocation —Many
budget programs receive their ''death blow''
at the very beginning because the budgets
involved are not finally approved by the department heads whose efficiencies are to be
measured. By this 1 do not mean that department heads should be given full control
over their budget allocations, but I do mean
that they should be led, according to the
information which is available, toward proper
channels. We find many times that department heads, when called upon to answer
negative variations, come up with the reply
that, since they had no part in setting up thr,
budget program, they cannot be held respon.
sible for meeting the goals set forth.
4. Reasonably accurate past history upon which
to base apportionment of fixed expenses: —We
find in setting the level of fixed expenses that
it helps considerably to be able to tie past
history in with definite levels of production.
It is often difficult, due to changes in accounts and departments themselves, to definitely relate past history for any one department over a period of years. I believe that
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this, along with setting fixed expenses according to level of production, is invaluable in
setting up a budget program.
5. Consideration of measuring sticks for various
departments — We find that in many departments, especially production, standard
man hours or standard machine hours are
usually of sufficient scope to provide a
measuring stick of efficiency. The manner in
which such standards are set usually is more
important than actually naming the types of
standards. By this I mean that the units
used in measuring efficiency are for more important than the type of measuring stick.
Setting of normal levels of operation as basis
for standard machine rates — Usually levels of
operation for any year are set according to
the sales budget provided by the sales department. Lacking that type of information
it behooves us to go back into past history
and set up levels of operation which can be
tempered somewhat with knowledge we have
of the ensuing year. Once we are able to
make up a report of plant capacity and set
that up as a schedule, we find that the rest
of the materials used in establishing standard machine rates comes in almost logical
sequence. There is not space here to permit
review of the pre- requisites for good standard
machine rates but I feel they are an import tant measuring stick in setting up an over -all
company budget program.
Departmental reports necessary for control of
operations —It is imperative that department
heads, especially of production departments,
be provided with reports giving them control of their operations for any period. Production reports should be set up showing the
efficiency of any machine center or group of
men who are .working as a unit. Such a report must be simple and concise. It should be
easily readable and just as easily decipherable. Production reports to be of any use to
department heads should reach them within
twenty -four hours after actual operations have
been completed. Such information can be
used at its fullest value only when it receives
immediate attention by the production people
involved, and not forty -eight or seventy -two
hours afterwards. The details involved, insofar as the contents of the report are concerned, should not be a subject for discussion here. Suffice to say that such informa-
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tion should be dependent upon the operations involved.
8. Analysis of variances to assure quick and
proper corrective measures —Along with accurate reporting, the problem of analyzing
variances is of extreme importance. Variances
covering efficiency, expense, price, usage,
etc., are the result of any well - prepared
budget program. Cost analysis, which is the
proper and normal result of department variances, has not reached sufficient proportions,
possibly due to our economic situation. Even
in an economic period of relatively high
profits, cost analysis can prove highly profitable. Unless inflation overtakes us at some
future period, we will definitely find that the
spread between cost and selling price must
be maintained. Frankly 1 do not see how
this spread can be maintained unless some
action is taken to analyze variances properly.
Action must be taken to keep our cost at a
level which will provide a suitable profit
without constantly increasing sales prices.

The above outline is a guide in setting
up the frame -work for a company budget
program. It is not meant to encompass all
the details necessary prior to the measuring
of over -all departmental efficiencies.
CHESTER SHAN, Akron Chapter

EF F EC T IVE DEPAR T M EN T AL M AT ERI AL
EXPENSE BUDGETS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
we have encountered in our whole operating budgetary
control program is to make our material
expense budgets worka ble for the foremen.
Our foremen are extremely conscious of
and do a thorough job in keeping indirect
labor within the budgetary controls established for them. Indirect work loads for
operations were established by time study
engineers and placed on a variable basis in
relationship to the direct labor output.
Money values were then superimposed by
the accounting department and the whole
program modified by past experience. A
forema n has been able to bu ild his indirect
work force, as he knew a t the sta rt of the
day that a certain number of direct workTHE
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ers were capable of producing a specific
quantity of la bor output units which would
allow him a definite number of indirect
workers.
The only time he got into difficulty was
when a worker did not attain standard. Less
output resulted and, therefore, the quantity
of indirect labor could not be as large.
However, a foreman is supplied with the
direct labor output of his group the day
following the work day and thus there
can be only a small deviation from the
anticipated labor output if the foreman is
endeavoring to keep this factor under control.
The problem of material expenses does
not lend itself to the same degree of
exactness in control. W e have devised a
plan under which material requisitions from
stores are summarized weekly by department in a perpetual record and all requisitions for supplies going to the purchasing
department are priced and summarized on
the same record. From past experience we
have established a material supplies budget
based upon direct labor output. The total
of

the material requisitions from stores

plus the priced purchase requisitions for
material supplies charged direct to the
department is compared to the variable
budget, and at the point at which the a ctual
reaches the budget for .the month, a review
is made with the foreman so that he may
see the items of expenditure which have
put him over his budget.
Two factors affect this discussion. First
the incurrence of the expense must be due
to the foreman. Budgets and accounts must
be carefully constructed so that extraneous
material items will not find their way into
his departmental expense, e.g., lumber for
a minor floor repair or light bu lbs charged
by the electrical department. If such items
appear, the foreman will immediately disN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

claim responsibility for any part of the
expense.
The second consideration is to provide
the foreman with a proper measuring tool
so that he may control his expenses. An
expense budget is usually built up in dollars to give a common denominator for all
types of items. As a result the foreman
has a most difficult task to reconcile the fact
that the budget may have been constructed
from brooms and machine oil, whereas his
expenditures consist of rags and working
knives.
Foremen continuously ask for something
tangible to work with rather than dollars
composed of seemingly everything yet nothing to give a guide in daily operations.
However, it has been our experience that,
if material supply expenditures are reviewed each month with the foreman, he
will develop a questioning attitude toward
the need of each supply being sought by
the worker. Is the supply necessary? Can
the job be done another way? Are tools
and supplies being thrown away before
their usefulness has gone?
These inquiries will occur to the foreman
in an increasing number of instances. The
effect that this awareness and attitude on
the part of the foreman has on the material supplies expenditure in relationship to
the budget is startling. By continually
bringing this class of expenditure in detail to the foreman's attention and explaining it in relation to the budget, a pattern
of operation will be formed in the mind
of the foreman which will keep material
expense well within the scope of the
budget. Finally, it will be noted that, as the
educational process of budgetary review
takes hold, the objection to the dolla r control will disappear and the organization
as a whole will be rewarded with material
supply expenses a t their very minimum.
R. W. SEILER. Buffalo Chapter
OCTOBER,
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ONE WAY TO OBTAIN AND RECORD
GOOD SALES THINKING FOR
VOLUME

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
IN A
G R O W I N G , complex industry of
many product lines, quite often the sales
heads of the various lines are bothered to
the point of distraction by the many requests from various areas of the company
for both short and long -term sales estimates,
budgets and forecasts. Sound forward -look-

ing sales objectives by specific products are,
of course, a necessity in good business planning for, in an expanding company, plant
facilities, raw materials, and labor requirements must be synchronized with sales objectives. A practical solution to this sometimes perplexing problem is offered in the
working plan described here. The principal
steps were as follows:
1. li was decided, and proper instructions
issued, that the sales division would prepare
only two "official" forward - looking estimates of
requirements each year. The first one, called the
budget, had to be completed thirty days prior
to the start of the new year. This requires that
the coming year's budget be set up for each
separate product in quarterly totals for the succeeding year and in one annual total for the
following year. The second one, called a five
year forecast, had to be completed by the first
of the fifth month of the current year. This requires one annual sales estimate for each product for each of the five coming years. (It is
apparent here that the first year's forecast figure
might constitute a revision of the figure given
for the second year budget in the first of the
two estimates.)
2. The responsibility for developing both
these forward - looking sales objectives was
placed in what might be called the product line
sales promotion manager's hands in each case
and he was further charged that he must make
these forecasts on the form shown as Exhibit I to
this letter and must deliver them to the sales
analysis section, accompanied by a written commentary setting forth the sales thinking behind
the establishment of each of the figures for each
of the products. It was provided, of course, that
the manager would be supplied with and could
request all the available statistical aid from
sales analysis and market research sections in
preparing these forward estimates.
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EXHIBIT I
3. It was cleared with other areas of the
company, such as accounting and manufacturing, that these two formal estimates for all
products would be summarized and delivered
to them at the stated times through the sales
analysis section.
4. The illustrated form was developed to aid
both the sales promotion manager and the sales
analysis section to collect and orient the data
in an orderly fashion.

The above four simple steps satisfactorily
solved most of the problems experienced
before the adoption of this plan and the
illustrated form. This letter will not go
into detail behind the mechanics of actually developing the forecasts, for this involves the perusal of much industry and
company data, but it will be shown tha t the
use of the fou r simple ru les a nd the form,
itself, permits the job to be done in an
orderly manner and brings about better
thinking each time a forecast is made, because the form carries a record of previous
forecasts, or budgets, compared with actual.
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Now to the form itself. One of these is
made up in two copies for each product
or product derivative (such as plain or
printed) that it is necessary to budget for
either sales reasons, accounting reasons, or
sales - production coordination reasons. One
copy is retained in the file by the sales
promotion manager for the line and is
the worksheet to which he posts the results
of his forward thinking. The other copy
is kept by the sales analysis section. T o it
are transferred the final figures developed
by the sales promotion manager, the final
approved operating budgets, and the actual
sales data. These latter two figures are
filled in on the sales promotion manager's
copies when the final results are obtained.
The exhibited data shows a two -year
budget made November 1, 1950 in the
amount of 15,500 units for 1951 and 18,000
units for 1952. Note in the second and third
columns for the year of 1951 that the curN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

rent budget adopted was 16,000 and the
year ahead budget , was 18,000. There is
also shown on the exhibit a five -year forecast made May 1, 1951 which reflects a
change in the think ing for 1952. The new
amount is 17,000, with the current thinking for 1953, 1954, 1955 and 1956 set
forth in the proper space on the form.
There is a short space for major comment at the bottom of each form for each
budget or forecast prepared and, though not
shown on the exhibit, the reverse side of
the form is completely ruled in quarter -inch
lines for any additional comments which
the promotion manager feels is significant
enough to place on this record. The pertinent comment in the bottom of the columns on the face of the form and the
comments on the ba ck of the form a re the
basis for his more detailed written commentary, which is submitted with each set
of budget or five year forecast figures.
There is room on the form for ten sets
of figures, which normally would cover five
years of operation. Since the form lists all
the "official" budget and forecast figures
prepared, along with the final approved
short -term operating budget quantity and
the actual sales obtained, the form itself,
by results it reflects, causes both the sales
promotion managers and the sales analysis
section to exercise their best judgment and
utilize all information available in arriving
at their forward- looking estimates.
The foregoing paragraphs have explained
the simple mechanics of collecting the final
figures for company overall budgets and
five year forecasts. However, note the space,
Area Covered
, in the upper right hand portion of the form. This same form
is used for a similar development of figures
for individual territories, regions, or manufacturing plant areas of distribution.
As accountants, I think we would all be
pleased to obtain figures in such an orderly
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manner from the sales division. With these
as a base, it is but routine employment of
these figures in the sales analysis section to
supply the accounting department with the
unit price and dollar sales budget required
and manufacturing department with the
units that synchronize their plant facilities
and raw material requirements.
We, ourselves, were surprised a t the ease
of operation and the results obtained
through the use of these simple rules and
the form described above. Except for very
unusual cases, we have almost eliminated
the spasmodic requests and the need for
sales estimates other than these regularly
scheduled and twice -a -year formally -prepared figures. As well, the sales promotion
managers have come to accept this as a
normal part of their job a nd they no longer
complain, as most sales - minded people
seem to do, about the necessity of mak ing
formal sales plans and doing these in an
orderly fashion. Top management is provided with the basis for reasonably accurate long -range planning five years ahead.
Two "cra cks" are taken at a definite figure
for each first and second coming year,
which resolves itself down to a fairly sound
figure to plan the matching of plant and
sales a fu ll year ahead of the coming year's
operations.
N O R MA N A. C O AN ,
Northern Wisconsin Chapter

BUDGET PROCEDURE FOR
ADVERTISING EXPENSES

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
ADVERTISING EXP EN DITUR ES represent one
of the largest single items of expense in
most businesses. The funds ordinarily set
aside for various publicity functions amount
to more than most other single expense
items. They come close to manufacturing
cost elements in importance, being exceeded
in most companies only by direct materials
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or direct labor. Since advertising is a major
expense, it is essential that rigid control of
commitments be maintained.
There are two common kinds of advertising expenditures, those arising out of
contracts or orders for national and trade
paper advertisements, promotional material,
shows and exhibits, etc., and those representing accruals on customer purchases
(usually termed co- operative advertising).
The co- operative advertising expenditures or
allowances to customers are controlled by
the amount of the accruals. The basis for
controlling the other advertising expenditures should be an approved budget which
will show the total amount appropriated
for the fiscal year for each project.
Rather than a fixed budget, this advertising budget may be a percentage of sales,
with fixed amounts or percentages allocated
to the various projects. The advertising
budget shou ld be prepared by the sa les and
advertising departments and approved by
management. The appropriated or allocated
amount for any project must not be exceeded at any time. For various reasons,
changes in appropriations may be needed.
An appropriation may be increased either
by an addition or by a transfer from another appropriation which is not being used
as originally intended. All such changes
must be requested in writing, showing the
original amount in each project, the amount
of reduction or increase, or the amount of
transfer for each project. All requests must
be approved by the management.
Control of commitments and expenditures
within the appropriated amounts is maintained by the use of purchase authorizations

or, if supplemented with a contract, the
requisition may read, "Ad to a ppea r in the
March, April and May per details of attached contract" and the cost or estimated
cost written in the extension space on the
form. If the cost is estimated, it should
be placed on the internal copies only, in
pencil, and should not appear on the original or vendor's copy. Each purchase authorization should show the proper project
number and be signed by an authorized
employee.
The purchase authorization is not valid
until it has been approved by the controller. In order that the expenditu res may
be kept within the appropriated amount
allowed on each project, an appropriation
record is desirable and is kept in the controller's department. This record shows the
amount of the original appropriation and
all authorized changes. The amount of
each estimated expenditure is recorded and
deducted from the authorized expenditure
before any purchase authorization is signed
and made valid by the controller. If the
appropriation is not sufficient, the purchase
authorization is returned to the advertising
department and further commitments against
the projects in question are withheld until
a request for a transfer or an increase in
appropriation has been prepared and approved by management.
All invoices for advertising expenditures
must be sent to the advertising department
for checking against the advertising authorization and approval. They should be approved and sent to the controller's department for entry to the appropriation record
before being passed for payment. All excep-

and a record of appropriations. A regular

tions or discrepancies with the purchase

advertising purchasing authorization form

authorization, including amounts, must be

is prepared for the placing of contracts or

approved by the advertising department.

purchases of any promotional material or

In order to control customer co- operative

space in national and trade papers. This

advertising, a co- operative advertising rec-

form must show specifically what is ordered

ord should be kept for each. The amount
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of co- operative advertising earned by each
customer is entered in the accrued column.
The advertising department prepa res a "request for co- operative advertising credit"
for each advertising allowance to each customer a fter a claim for credit supported by
tear sheets or other data has been submitted. The request for credit, when completed and approved, is entered in a credit
allowed column in the customer's record.
Credits are allowed only if the customer
has sufficient accrual in his account. After

the request for co- operative advertising
credit has been approved and recorded, it
is sent to the credit department for preparation of a credit memorandum. In some
instances, checks may be issued to the
customers in payment of their claims.
A monthly report is prepared to summarize and show the status of advertising
budget, commitments and expenditures for
the year to date.
G. L. NEADERHOUSER,
Fort W ayne Chopler
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